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ABSTRACT

NUCLEAR ENVELOPE PROTEINS:
MOLECULAR

CHEHICAL CHARACTERISTICS AND

INTERACTIONS OF THE LAHINS

David Lee cochran

Medical College of Virginia -Virginia commonwealth University,
1982

Ma j or Professor:

Dr.

Keith R.

Shelton

The lamins are a group of proteins in a
envelope fraction derived from the nuclear
sence of specific

residual nuclear

lamina.

The ab-

functional assays for the two predominant

species, lamin A and lamin B,
ical characterization.

has complicated their biochem-

Initial studies reported in this

work involved the enzymic cleavage of

isolated lamins A and

B and another lamina protein with a molecular weight of
61,000-daltons.

The results obtained with

enzymes indicated strong similarities

each of three

between the three

nuclear envelope proteins.
Further chemical characterization of the lamins has
been achieved.

Lamins A,

B and C have been

separated by

two-dimensional electrophoresis based on their is. oelectric
125
I-tryptic

point and molecular weight.

TWo-dimensional

peptide maps were prepared.

The results suggest that

lamin

C

-2-

is a

cleavage product of lamin A,

while

lamin

B has a

dis

tinct primary sequence.
The topography of the lamins in the
envelope has been examined.

isolated nuclear

Both lamin A and lamin

B

can

be converted to homogeneous polymers by oxidation of intrin
sic sulfhydryl groups with o-phenanthroline cupric ion com
The pattern of polymers formed by oxidative cross

plex.

linking was different for lamin A and lamin B.
of these homogeneous polymers was

The nature

investigated further.

The crosslinked polymers of lamin A included dimers, tri
mers,

tetramers and larger oligomers.

the acrylamide gels migrated

as expected

to vary with electrophoretic conditions
controversy as

oligomers.

represent a dimer,

a trimer

and a

Evidence for this model has been obtained by

tion of oxidized lamina

Each

B

Three lamin B crosslinked oligomers have been

analysis of crosslinked fragments

62,000-,

and this has led to

to the number of chains in the lamin

detected and most likely
tetramer.

for their molecular

The migration of lamin B oligomers has been found

weights.

a

Those that entered

proteins.

from a mild

also

occurs

A further study

as

three

of

lamin

B.

homo typic oligomers.

involved a high resolution

sional gel electrophoretic system

diges

This procedure yields

46,000- and 30,000-dalton fragments

fragment

trypsin

two-dimen

for sepa rating the lamina

-3-

proteins.

Using this system a subtype of lamin B has been

found in the avian erythrocyte.
Bl,

is

slightly

This subtype,

larger and more acidic

major subtype now called lamin B2.

called

lamin

than the quantitatively

The lamin B subtypes have

very similar primary sequences and share a distinctive topography.

INTRODUCTION

The nuclear envelope has classically been regarded as
the
With

limiting boundary between cytoplasm and nucleoplasm.
the advent of newer and more refined

techniques

and

equipment our concept of this eukaryotic cellular structure
has greatly changed.

Perhaps the greatest

tributions to examining

this region of

advancements in microscopy leading
scope.

technical con

the cell have been

to the electron

What was once simply a limiting

micro

boundary between

cytoplasm and nucleoplasm is no\v seen as a complex area
the cell made up of numerous substructures.

Thus,

of

our con

cept of the nuclear envelope has evolved by morphological
descriptions.
nuclear

Characteristic morphological features of

envelope

are

depicted in the first figure.

Prominent features of the nuclear periphery
inner and outer nuclear membrane,

include

the peripheral chromatin.

the

the nuclear pore complex

struct.ures and closely apposed to the inner nuclear

variable frequency,

the

membrane,

Perinuclear cisternea are,

interrupted by the pore complex,

with
i.e.,

transcisternal orifices comprised of regions of fusion of
inner and outer nuclear membrane.

Pore complexes are further

conspicuous by a rather uniform diameter and highly ordered
subarchitecture of associated distinct nonme.mbraneous

-

Fig.

1.

Proposed

(Aaronson and
indicates
lamina.

Blobel,

2

model of

1975)

•

-

the nuclear periphery
The left half of the drawing

the appearance when the chromatin obscures the

-3-

po re
complex
membrane

-.---/
-�

c h rorna t1

n

-4-

components

(for review,

see Franke and Scheer,

1974).

The chemical characterization of these nuclear substruc
t ures,

in relation to their morphological descriptions,

been preliminary.

Consequently the structural

has

components of

these substructures are only now being elucidated.
Several aspects of nuclear envelope substructure have
made characterization difficult.
in

Foremost is the difficulty

the isolation of these structures into discrete purified

fractions.

Additionally,

the relative insolubility of the

components has compounded problems in characterizing these
fractions.

Whether these problems reflect structural rela

tionships among the components or perhaps functional rela
tionships is not yet
Fibrous Lamina In

1966,

known

(see review,

Franke,

1974).

Identification and Isolation

Fawcett described a layer of electron-dense

membrane-associated material in the nucleus of mammalian
cells.
the

This material at the nuclear periphery was labelled

"fibrous lamina".

This layer

morphologically in all cell
of its

shape varies from a

fibrillar

structure.

types.

is not always
In addition,

"honeycomb layer"

detected
descriptions

to a finely

These variations observed in the

fibrous lamina may be a reflection

of the individual cell

type examined and/or the metabolic state of the particular
cell.

Another explanation for these variations is that the

-5-

fibrous lamina may occasionally be obscured by dense
chromatin.

In these cases the la�ina may

hetero

be indicated by
Consequently,

an apparent thickening of the inner membrane.

terms for the fibrous lamina in earlier studies include in
ternal dense lamella
limitans

(Patrizi

(Kalifat et

and Poger,

studies by Stelly et al.

al.,

1967)'

(1970)

and

1967)

The early

zona nucleum
cytochemical

indicated that in neuronal

nuclei such envelope-opposed layers consist almost exclusively
of acidic protein and do not

contain large amounts of DNA

or

RNA.
A

more recent report by Aaronson and

suggested that three proteins,
(Gerace and
nuclear

Blobel,

periphery.

1980),

Blobel

now called lamins A,

The fibrous structure is
at the

interface

Stelly

et al.

bution by DNA,

RNA

suggest that the
derived from

protein with

or phospholipid.

Several

lamina as described by the

the nuclear periphery.

First,

isolated

from a nuclear envelope fraction.

electron

microscopy revealed an

to be

chromatin.

(1970)

little

the

between

Aaronson

and Blobel found the pore complex-lamina fraction to
composed of predominantly

and c

at

proposed

the inner nuclear membrane and the perinuclear
the earlier study by

B

form a fibrous structure

continuous with the nuclear pores

As in

(1975)

or no

be
contri

observations
authors was
the lamina was
Furthermore,

as��etric presence

and

-6-

common orientation of the pore complexes on the lamina.
Subsequent to this preliminary study on the isolation
procedure of the peripheral lamina from rat liver,
and

Blobel

Dwyer

published a modified method for isolating

(1976)

the lamina from rat liver.

Evidence was presented that the

isolated lamina represented a distinct submembranous struc
ture corresponding to a peripheral layer rather than re
sulting from an artifact of subfractionation
Blobel,

1976).

It

lopes with Triton

(Dwyer and

was possible that trea·ting nuclear enve

X-100

tion of the envelope

resulted in incomplete solubiliza

membrane proteins and that these non

solubilized proteins in an aggregated
structural appearance

of a lamina.

form

gave the ultra

However,

the data

demonstrated that the isolated lamina was a structure dis
tinct from but associated with the membrane and represents
a

peripheral layer beneath the inner membrane of the nuclear

envelope.

First,

Dwyer and

Blobel (1976)

observed a sub

membranous lamina in sections of nuclear envelopes which
had been washed with sodium chloride only and had not been
exposed to Triton

X-100.

The large amount of material which

constituted the lamina observed in sections of the
could not be attributed to residual,
peripheral heterochromatin,

fraction

DNase-resistant,

since the salt-washed envelopes

not only contained trace amounts of DNA but also were mostly

-7-

of histone.

free

Second,

the ultrastructural orientation

of the lamina with respect to the pore complexes,
after removal of the

observed

envelope membranes by Triton X-100,

further supported the suggestion that the

lamina was de

rived from a submembranous rather than from an intra�em
branous structure.
plexes

In electron micrographs of pore com

viewed from the side,

the lamina was shown to

connect with those components of the pore complex which were
most proximal to the nuclear interior,
tation observed in the presence of

the identical orien

membrane.

One possibility

not excluded by the ultrastructural data was that the iso
lated submembranous lamina may contain proteins that were
derived from the opposing membrane and remained with the
la�ina

after treatment

with Triton X-100.

of the nuclear pore complex-fibrous
liver

by Dwyer and Blobel

(1976)

lamina fraction from rat

has become a standard that

is frequently used in comparative studies
Krohne

et al.,

son and Maddy,

l978a and b;
1980;

This preparation

(Ely et al.,

Shelton et al.,

Maul and Avdalovic,

l980a;

1980;

1978;

Richard

Krohne e·t al.,

1981).
Aaronson and Blobel

(1975)

envelope proper consisted of
membrane system,

proposed that the nuclear

three structures --

the double

pore complexes and the peripheral lamina.

The lamina was suggested to provide a more or less rigid

-8-

skeleton in the nuclear periphery
the nuclear pore complexes.

and to spatially

In this latter role,

organize
the lamina

could be responsible for the nonrandom distribution of nu
clear pores in the nuclear surface.
not always detectable,

Therefore,

although

the lamina may be as ubiquitous a

component of nuclei as the nuclear pore complexes.
also suggested that the proteins identified as

It was

lamina pro

teins might be integral components of the pore- complex
structure.

contradictory evidence to this

proposal has now

been presented by several groups of investigators

(see be

low).
The study of the nuclear envelope by Aaronson and Blobel
(1974,

1975) focused attention on the structural non-chromo

somal proteins in the cell nucleus.

Numerous subnuclear

fractions containing structural components of the nucleus
are

obtained from isolated nuclei

1974,
and b;

1977;

Berezney et al.,

Dwyer and Blobel,

Riley et al.,
1980a and b) .

1975;

1979;

1976;

Jackson,

(Berezney

and coffey,

comings and Okada,

Herlan and Wunderlich,

1976;

Shelton et al.,

1976a
1976;

1976,

A number of diverse procedures have been used

to obtain the subnuclear fractions.

These techniques

usually have involved use of high and low ionic strength
solutions,

digestions by DNase and RNase and extraction

with nonionic detergents.

These treatments

remove most of

-9-

the chromosomal proteins. leaving certain structural nuclear
proteins beL_�ld.

Analysis of these proteins by SDS

gel

electrophoresis yields a complex pattern with several pre
dominant bands.

variations exist in these protein profiles

from different laboratories.
from

(1)

These variations could result

slight differences in isolation procedures,

use of different cell types,

(3)

or

the

differences in the gel

systems employed to analyze the protein component,
factors not yet recognized,

(2)

(5)

(4)

other

any combination of the

above.
Morphological studies indicate that wide variations occur
in the nuclear

peripheral

material

In some cells,

cell types.
approximate

a

isolated from different

structure

resembling the

size and shape of the nucleus is maintained.

other cases,

In

no such structures are found and only collapsed

membrane structures are observed.

In some of these fractions

proteins appear to be extending throughout the nuclear in
terior from a peripheral component.
internal

In other cases,

structure can be demonstrated.

structures

Thus,

no

nuclear

and associations of macromolecules composing

nuclei may not necessarily be similar

from cell to cell.

Differences in protein profiles in these residual nuclear
fractions likely reflect the observed morphological differ
ences.

For example,

no peripheral

fibrous lamina is detected

-10-

in HeLa cells yet
protein profile on

"nuclear ghosts"
polyacrylamide

are maintained and the
gels is very complex.

These variations and differences in morphology and protein
profiles

have led to a controversy concerning the location

of these proteins in the nucleus.

Some groups maintain

that the protein components occur only in the nuclear
periphery.

These investigators call their residual nuclear

subfractions a pore complex-fibrous lamina fraction or more
simply a lamina fraction.

Other groups claim an extension

of the protein structure from the
interior .of the nucleus.

periphery throughout the

These investigators report their

residual nuclear subfraction as a nuclear matrix.
In our laboratory,

Shelton has demonstrated that three

proteins are abundant nonhistone nuclear proteins in the
avian erythrocyte and that they occur as the
nonhistone proteins in the nuclear
unsheared chromatin fraction,
washed,

fraction,

in an

and in a nonionic detergent

chromatin-free residual protein fraction

1978; Cobbs and Shelton,
Jackson

envelope

predominant

1975; Shelton et al.,

(Shelton,

1975,

1976).

(1976) has verified these findings for the avian

erythrocyte.
Shelton

{1976) has also shown that these three proteins,

as well as several others,

resist dissolution in nonionic

detergent or salt solutions alone but do dissolve in deter-

-11-

gent

plus 0.5M Mgcl
solution.
2

when the Mgcl

2

These proteins precipitate

is removed by dialysis indicating strong

protein-protein interactions involving both ionic and hydro
phobic binding.

Because of such properties,

Shelton has

proposed that these predominant nuclear proteins are in
volved in an oligomeric protein
and Shelton

(1976)

skeleton.

Further,

cochran

have directly detected such interactions

in the nuclear envelope

(see

"Topography of the Lamins").

More recently Shelton has further characterized the
lamins in rat liver homogenate and chicken erythrocy·te pore
complex-fibrous lamina fractions prepared from their respec
tive nuclear envelope preparations.

These

been examined v1ith the electron microscope
1980a).
(fig.

fractions have
(Shelton et al.,

The isolated rat liver nuclear envelope fraction

2) contained typical double membrane figures with

numerous pore structures

(arrows) .

In contrast,

erythrocyte nuclear envelope fraction

(fig.

the chicken

2) consisted of

vesicular membrane largely lacking these features.

Apparent

double membrane figures in the erythrocyte preparation
generally resulted from folding of single membrane.
pore-like structures

(arrows)

were infrequent.

Possible

Neither

preparation contained densely staining chromosomal material.
The nuclear pore-lamina fractions from rat liver and chicken
erythrocyte nuclei reflected these differences in that

-

Fig.

(c

2

and d)

Rat liver

.

12

-

(a and b)

and chicken erythrocyte

nuclear envelope fractions were prepared as

described under "Materials and Methods".
pores.

The bars in a and c represent

d represent

100

��.

Arrows,

1 pm;

nuclear

those in b and

-13-

-14-

numerous dense structures

(which could reflect nuclear pores)

were present in the rat preparation
the chicken material

(fig.

(fig.

Further,

3).

3)

and absent from

whereas a fibrous

net-like material appeared to connect the more densely
staining particles in the rat preparation,

the residue from

chicken erythrocyte envelope consisted of profiles of smooth,
homogeneous material.

However,

these profiles did not show

the typical staining of lipid bilayers.
The protein in the nuclear envelope and derived sub
fractions have
greater detail.

over the past

several

years been examined in

Much of the progress can be attributed to

advances in techniques which now can be used for "residual"
protein fractions.

Some of t �e more recent work on the

lamins will be examined.
w ork

It should be emphasized that the

in this thesis began in

1977

and some of the work that

will be reviewed had not been published.

This presented

difficulties in nomenclature for the proteins in the nuclear
envelope fractions.

This difficulty has been addressed be

low.
Nomenclature
Gerace and Blobel

(1980)

have designated the three pre

dominant protein components in the nuclear envelope fibrous
lamina fraction from mammalian cells as lamins

A,

B and

These major proteins have in the past been named on the

c.

-15-

Fig.
clear

3.

Rat liver

lamina

fraction.

the upper left of a.

(a)

A

and chicken erythrocyte

(b)

nu

residual centriole is visible

Bars,

100

nm.

in

-16-

-17-

basis of their apparent molecular weight.
Table I,

As can be seen

in

these molecular weight designations vary widely due

t o multiple methods of determination and differences in the
cell types examined.
Lamins A,

B and c

are the major

proteins in rat liver

nuclear pore complex-fibrous lamina fractions and in HeLa
nuclear matrix fractions.
however,

lamins A and

In the avian erythrocyte nucleus,

B are the predominant proteins in the

entire nonhistone nuclear protein fraction
1976;

Jackson,

1976) while lamin c

(Cobbs and Shelton,

1978;

(Shelton et al.,

is a minor component

Shelton and Egle,

1979).

Many

of

. ents in this thesis were performed before the
the exper im
lamin nomenclature came into use.

Therefore,

particular

attention must be paid to the protein designations used in
each experiment.
experiments,

In the one-dimensional peptide mapping

P75 and P71

(proteins identified by approximate

molecular weight times a thousand)
respectively.

represent lamins A and B

P61 is a lower molecular weight protein found

i n avian nuclear envelope fractions and does not represent
lamin C
c

(a 68,000-dalton protein,

in this laboratory).

P68,

corresponds to lamin

In early experiments

on the oxidation

of nuclear envelope proteins,

bands 4 and 5

lamins A and

Later experiments have incor

B respectively.

porated the more recent lamin nomenclature.

correspond to

-18-

TABLE I
Molecular W�ights
to Lamins A,

of Predominant Proteins.corresponding

B and C in Isolated Nuclear Fractions

Investigation
M.

Bornens and
c.

R.

B.

Source
Rat

Kasper,

1973

Mol.

wt.

liver nuclear

membrane

74K,

70K,

64K

69K,

66K,

62K

69K,

68K,

66K

69K,

66K,

62K

68K,

67I<,

65K

80!<,

74K,

62K

pore complex-lamina 67K,

60K,

56K

57K,

53!<,

49K

68K,

67K,

65K

pore complex-lamina 711<,

67K,

65K

70K,

67K,

60K

78!<,

73I<,

66I<

Berezney and
D.

R.

P.
G.

R.

Coffey,

s.

1974

Aaronson and
Blobel,

1975

D.

s. coffey,

E.
T.

Rat liver nuclear

R.

1976

comings and
A.

c.

Rat liver nuclear
lamina

Berezney and
D.

Rat liver matrix

Okada,

1976

Jackson,

1976

matrix
Mouse nuclear
matrix
Chicken erythrocyte
and liver nuclear
membrane

E.

D.

J.

L.

D.

Keller,

Hodge,

F.

M.

P.

Heywood,

D.

E.

A.
S.

Riley and
M.

G.

1977

Wallack,

Ely,

A.

Gerace,

A.

Blobel,

Krohne,
and u.

1978

D'Arcy,

Jost,

w.

nuclear matrix

and

Mancini,

comings and

s.

G.

P.

Davis and

and E.
L.

HeLa nuclear ghost
1976

1978

HeLa s

3
matrix

nuclear

Mouse nuclear
matrix
Rat

liver nuclear

Blum and
1978
w.

Scheer,

Franke
1978

Rat

liver lamina

Rat

liver nuclear

envelope sub
fractions

-19-

Investigation
P.

s.

K.
K.

s.
c.

K.

R.
P.

P.

s.
c.

R.

Agutter and
Birchall,

1979

Kasper,

1979

Shelton and
M.

Egle,

1979

Agutter and
D.

Gleed,

Berezney,

Rat liver

Mol.

nuclear

matrix

1980

1980

envelope

c.

A.

Richardson and
H.

nuclear envelope

Maddy,

Krohne,

M.

1980

w.

55K

78K,

74K,

68K

75K,

71K,

68K

lamina

68K,

66K,

59K

70K,

66K,

62K

70K,

67K,

58K

74K,

72K,

62K

Rat liver nuclear

Rat liver nuclear
envelope and

pore

c.

nabauvalle and
w.

63K,

Sheep liver pore

complex-lamina
G.

67K,

Avian erythrocyte

matrix
J.

wt.

Rat liver nuclear

Lam and
B.

Source

Franke,

1981

Rat liver pore
complex-lamina
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Two-dimensional Analysis of the Lamins
Examination of the lamins by analytical two-dimensional
electrophoresis where proteins are separated by isoelectric
point and molecular weight has proven to be a powerful ana
lytical tool for very insoluble membrane proteins.

The

lamins have been investigated by this two-dimensional method
by several groups using different cell types.
the avian erythrocyte
(Shelton et al.;

(Shelton and Egle,

1980a;

Krohne et al.,

These include

1979),

1981),

embryonic

chicken erythrocyte and embryonic chicken liver
Chinese hamster ovary cells

rat liver

{Shelton

et al.,

1980a),

(Gerace and

Blobel,

1980} and Xenopus oocytes and erythrocytes

et al.,

1981) .

(Krohne

Several interesting conclusions can·be drawn from the
two-dimensional analysis of the lamins.

The lamins fall

into two types of proteins with isoelectric points of ap
proximately 6.4 and 5.7

(see fig.

4}.

The more acidic type

contains lamin B while the more basic type contains lamins
A

and c.

Lamins A and C exist as four to six isoelectric

point variants and the relative stain intensities for the
variants are similar for the different proteins.

These

similarities in ionic properties suggest a chemical relation
ship between these two proteins.

Evidence for this relation

ship will be presented in this thesis.
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Fig.
serum

Two-dimensional separation of rat liver nuclear

4.

lamins A,

B,

and c.

albumin,

Molecular weight standards

glutamate dehydrogenase,

phosphate dehydrogenase,
appear on the far right.

trypsin inhibitor,

and myoglobin)

Separation in the horizontal di

mension was achieved by isoelectric focusing
Servalytes)

(transferrin,

glyceraldehyde-3-

(pH 3 to 10,

and in the vertical dimension by SDS electro

phoresis in a 5-20% polyacrylamide exponential gradient
gel.

The amount of nuclear lamina fraction focused was

215 pg.

The protease inhibitor,

(0.1 mM), was added
(5.5 and 6.5) in
dicate the isoelectric points of lamins A, B and c.
to preparative solutions.

PMSF

The pH values
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Immunological Analyses of the La�ins
The three lamin proteins coisolate in residual nuclear
subfracti.ons in a variety of cells.

This property suggests

that these proteins could be related.

One method to examine

related proteins is to prepare antibodies and test for immu
A further advantage of this

nological crossreacti.vity.

method is that the location of the antigen can be determined
by immunofluorescence and immunoperoxidase staining proce
dures.

Immunological analyses of the lamins have been

reported by several groups.
Gerace et al.

(1978)

and Krohne et al.

examined the crossreactivity of

the lamins.

using protein eluted from SDS gels,
chickens to

(1978b)

each of the three rat

have

Both groups,

prepared antibodies

liver

double diffusion analysis showed that

lamins.

in

ouchterlony

each of the lamins

crossreacted strongly with all three antisera.

This cross

reactivity has been confirmed more recently by

immunopre

cipitation studies

Anti-lamin A

antibodies

(Gerace and Blobel,

1980).

(prepared against rat liver lamins)

specifically

immunoprecipi tated three proteins from unfrac·tionated
Chinese hamster ovary cells which co-migrated with the three
rat liver lamins on polyacrylamide gels.
Immunofluorescence localization studies performed on
tissue culture cells

(mouse 3T3,

rat kangaroo PtK

2

,

rat K22)
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with
the

lamin antibodies demonstrated a pattern
periphery

of the

interphase

nucleus,

cytoplasmic reaction

(Gerace et

al.,

1978b).

of staining at

with little or no

1978;

Krohne et al.,

Exclusive labelling of the nuclear periphery

by

these antibodies was also observed using electron microscope
immunoperoxidase staining of frozen sections and thin sec
tions through

homogenates

of rat liver

the lamin antibodies was observed
containing the lamina and not at
nological
components

results

nuclei.

Reaction of

to occur only in areas
the pore complexes.

Immu

indicated that the lamins represent major

of a peripheral nuclear lamina,

associated with the peripheral chromatin,

probably closely
and are not

structural elements of an internal nuclear protein matrix.
Stick and Hausen

(1980)

have confirmed the above find

ings with antibodies prepared against chicken
lamina proteins.

Each antibody

against two proteins.

The

erythrocyte

in this study was prepared

results

indicated that the nuclear

envelope of a variety of cells contained eight or more pro
teins with different molecular weights,
immunological crossreactivity.

all of which exhibited

This differs from the finding

of other laboratories and may reflect degraded proteins.
Immunofluorescent

staining of tissue culture

embryo fibroblasts)

localized

the

cells

(chicken

antigens only in the nu

clear periphery and not to a recognizable extent in the

-2 5-

nuclear

interior.

Thus i�munological analyses

indicate they are related proteins and that

of the lamins

the proteins are

localized only in the nuclear periphery.
Topography of

the Lamins

In an earlier investigation in our laboratory
and Shelton,
teins
cytes.

1976),

(Cochran

we examined the arrangement of the pro

in the nuclear envelope fraction from chicken

erythro

In this study we probed the isolated nuclear envelope

with bifunctional imidoester crosslinking

agents in order to

determine the spa·tial associations

involved protein

components.

of the

The general formula, reaction and examples

of

specific bifunctional imidoester crosslinking agents are
shown in fig.

5.

The results of our experiment with the

two bifunctional crosslinking agents,

dimethyl suberimidate

hydrochloride and dimethyl adipimidate hydrochloride, are
shown

in fig.

6.

These agents only differ in the length

between functional ends of the molecule, thus a preferential
reaction wi..':h either agent argues for a non-random associa
tion of the molecules in the envelope.

This

is exactly what

is observed since reaction with dimethyl suberimidate results
in a dimunition of the 77,000-dalton protein with
tant increase in higher molecular weight protein
with

a

concomi

formation

increasing concentration of crosslinking agent.

No such

reaction was found to occur when nuclear envelope was incu-
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Fig.

5.

General formula,

specific bifunctional

react ion

and ex�nples

of

imidoester crosslinking agents.
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General

formula for water

soluble imidoesters

Dimethyl adipimidate dihydrochloride

Dimethyl suberimidate dihydrochloride

General reaction for water

(2)

P-NH+
3

Protein

+

soluble imidoesters

+NH
H2N+
II 2
11
RO-C- R- C-OR �

Bifunctional imidoester

Diamidine

crosslink
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Fig.

6.

Electropherograms of

chicken erythrocyte nuclear

envelope polypeptides following exposure of the envelope
fraction to various concentrations of
The two reagents used were
(b)

dimethyl adipimidate.

(a)

crosslinking reagents.

dimethyl suberimidate and

concentration of reagent

(mM)

in

_each test is shown in the panel with the electropherogram
of the resultant polypeptides.

The position of the 77,000-

dalton band is indicated by an arrow.
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bated with dimethyl adipimidate hydrochloride.

These imi

doester crosslinking results provide independent evidence
for specific protein associations in the nuclear envelope.
Metabolism of the Lamins
Major morphological changes occur in the nucleus during
mitosis.

These changes include a breakdown of the nuclear

envelope in prophase and a reassembly around daughter nuclei
in telophase.

Profound effects in the structure of the

lamina can be expected since the lamins have been implicated
as playing a structural role in the nuclear periphery
(Aaronson and Blobel,

1975)

.

The metabolism of these pro

teins should reflect these changes at the nuclear periphery.
One study has examined the composition,

synthesis and turn

over of the lamins in specific stages of the cell cycle.
Cobbs and Shelton

(1978)

have examined the proteins

from HeLa nuclear matrices at different stages of the
cycle.

cell

The matrix proteins were isolated from synchronized

HeLa cells by two different procedures.

One isolation

followed the procedure of Berezney and Coffey

(1974) while

the other followed the procedure of Dwyer and Blobel

(1976)

Proteins isolated in both procedures gave identical results.
The electropherogram protein profile obtained in S,
G2

phases of the cell cycle were similar.

Burger

(1977)

Gl and

Seiher-Blum and

have found similar results with synchronized
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cultures of Chinese
have

hamster cells.

Hodge et al.

also found no basic differences in

(1977)

the protein profile

of the HeLa matrix fraction as a function of the cell cycle.
Thus the number and
in

relative intensity

of the protein bands

these nuclear matrix fractions do not change noticeably

during the cell cycle.
Cobbs and Shelton
S,

G2

rate

(1978) pulse-labelled HeLa cells in

and early Gl phases of the
of synthesis of the

matrix proteins.

were prepared by both the
Dwyer and Blobel

cell cycle to measure

M.atrix proteins

Berezney and Coffey

(1976) procedures.

the

(1974) and

In both cases the

specific activities of the protein fractions were determined
using either

3
H-leucine or

similar results.

14

c-leucine.

Both isotopes gave

These experiments indicated

th�sis of the matrix proteins was not
ticular cell cycle phase.

that the syn

restricted to a par

Thus the synthesis

and accumula

tion of these nuclear proteins appear to occur at similar
rates in S,

G2

and early Gl.

Cobbs and Shelton

(1978}

also examined the turnover of

the HeLa nuclear matrix proteins.
over

rate was determined relative

fraction.

The histones,

are metabolically

The matrix protein turn
to that of the histone

structural proteins of chromatin,

stable in dividing cells

The results of these experiments indicated

(Hancock,

1969).

the turnover of
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the total nuclear matrix proteins relative to total histone
was similar in exponentially dividing cells.
appears

that

Therefore,

the nuclear matrix proteins are conserved

one cell generation to the next,
Cobbs and Shelton

(1978)

similar

it

from

to the histones.

also concluded that the lamin

proteins are reu·tilized in daughter. cells after cell divi
sion.

This conclusion was supported by

matrix

fraction paralleled that of the histone fraction,

(2)

synthesis of the matrix

greatly in Gl,

S or G2,

(3)

turnover of

(1)

the

protein fraction did not vary
synthesis of

the lamin proteins

followed the same pattern found for the entire matrix frac
tion,

(4)

the protein composition showed little change with

phases of the cell cycle and

(5)

the yield of insoluble pro

tein per cell was approximately halved following cell division.
These

results ruled out the possibility that the lamins are

degraded when the nuclear

envelope is dispersed at mitosis.

Additional support for these conclusions has
Gerace et al.

(1978)

and Ely

et al.

been found.

(1978)

have shown

using immunofluorescence microscopy that the major

rat

liver

nuclear lamina proteins are not detectable in cytoplasmic
areas of interphase tissue culture cells
kangroo

PtK,

rat K22),

rather

fluorescence

only with the nuclear envelope.
the lam ina

(mouse 3T3,

rat

was associated

This finding suggested that

protein concentration is low during interphase
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and that

any newly synthesized proteins must be rapidly

incorporated into the existing lamina structure.
interpretation is consistent with the fact

that the lamina

proteins are isolated in an insoluble fraction.
division,

the location

dramatic changes.

of the l��ins was shown

In prophase

This

During cell
to undergo

the antigens shifted from a

focalized interphase position to a distribution that was
completely diffuse

throughout the cell at

light microscopy.

This change occurred simultaneously with

the disassembly of the nuclear envelope.

the

A

nuclear envelope took place.

A

of

diffuse locali

zation was shown to persist through metaphase
until that period in anaphase when

resolution

and anaphase

reconstruction of the

reversal of the prophase

pattern was then observed until late telophase,

whereupon

the lamina antigens progressively accQmulated at the surface
of the daughter chromosome masses.

The lamina proteins did

not totally disappear from a cytoplasmic location until after
the nuclear envelope was completely reformed.

(1978)

and Ely et al.

mitotic stages,

(1978)

concluded that during the late

the coordinated disappearance of the lamin

antigens from a cytoplasmic lo calization,
accumulation

Gerace et al.

at the surfaces of the

together with their

reforming daughter nuclei,

offered strong evidence that the lamins were
reconstruction of the new nuclear envelopes.

recycled for
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Stick and Hausen

(1980)

have confirmed and extended the
Antibodies were pre

immunological results discussed above.
pared

against chicken erythrocyte nuclear lamina proteins.

Staining of interphase cells again demonstrated localization
of the lamina proteins to the nuclear periphery.
phase cells,

In meta

the distribution of the antigens was found to be
Solubilization studies showed that the

throughout the cell.

antigens from metaphase cells could be isolated in a post
mitochondrial supernatant.

Further fractionation of this

supernatant yielded a microsomal sediment and a postmicro
somal

supernatant.

Both of these fractions were found to

contain antigen although diffe rences were

found in the dis

tribution of the individual proteins and the relative strength
of the stained bands.

Furthermore,

the distribution of the

protein profile on polyacrylamide gels
total cells.

Stick and Hausen

(1980)

was similar to that of

concluded that in mi

tosis the nuclear envelope decayed to soluble subunits which
exhibited an electrophoretic pattern similar to that obtained
by the disintegration of the residual nuclear envelope frac
tion in SDS.

These results again indicated that the break

down of the nuclear envelope during mitosis is not

accomp

lished by extensive proteolysis but that the original pro
tein composition is

preserved.

The finding that the micro

somal sediment and postmicrosomal supernatant of fractionated
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metaphase cells contained different proteins raised the

pos

sibility that different residual nuclear envelope components
are bound to different subcellular structures in mitosis.
This possibility has been confirmed
Gerace and Blobel
chemical observations

(1980)

( Gerace

extended earlier immunocyto
et al.,

tionation and in�unoprecipitation
tissue culture cells.

in another laboratory.

with

1978)

cell

frac

studies on synchronized

In immunoprecipitation experiments

the

lamina was found to be completely depolymerized during mito
sis to a monomeric form of the three lamins.
lamins A and

C

Furthermore,

were soluble and not membrane-associated

during mitosis.

In contrast,

associated with membrane

most of lamin

fragments

bled interphase nuclear envelope.

derived

B appeared to be
from the disassem

Sedimentation analysis on

sucrose gradients indicated that all three lamins were mono
meric during mitotic lamina disassembly.

The sedimentation

analysis combined with the immunoprecipitation results ex
cluded the possibility the lamina was disassembled in pro
phase by proteolytic degradation of the lamins.
after disassembly of the lamina,
an intact form.

Rather,

the lamin proteins were in

The depolymerized la�ins appeared to be con

served and recycled in the formation of daughter cell nuclear
envelopes.
process.

Therefore,

depolymerization was a reversible
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TWo biochemical characteristics of the depolymerized
lamins were found.

During cell division the lamins

(1)

had

a more acidic isoelectric point as judged by analytical two
dimensional gel electrophoresis and

(2)

had a higher level

of associated phosphorus compared to their interphase counter
parts by pulse-labelling Chinese hamster ovary cells for in
corporation of

32

P.

Gerace and

Blobel

(1980)

concluded that

reversible enzymatic phosphorylations of the lamins may be
involved in modulating the state of polymerization of the
lamina and its reversible mitotic disassembly.
Oocyte Nuclear Envelope Proteins
Krohne et al.

(1978a)

have examined residual nuclear

envelope fractions from amphibian oocytes for the component
proteins.
in that

(1)

Amphibian oocyte nuclei differ from somatic nuclei
they can be isolated manually,

can be obtained with great purity,

(2)

thus the envelope

no chromatin or lamina

is associated with the inner nuclear envelope and

(3) many

more pore complex structures are contained in the nuclear
envelope.

'l'hus predominance of selected protein components

from oocyte nuclear envelopes suggests enrichment in pore
complex

structures.

The residual nuclear envelope fraction from Xenopus
laevis and Triturus alpestris oocytes was found to contain
two major proteins with apparent molecular weights of
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150,000-

and 73,000-daltons

(Krohne et al.,

1978a).

When

compared to residual nuclear envelope fractions isolated
from rat liver, the
lamin B.

73,000-dalton protein comigrated with

Krohne et al.

(1978a) concluded that

(1) because

oocyte proteins are isolated by procedures similar to lamina
procedures

for somatic nuclear envelope subfractions,

(2)

because they contain greater numbers of pore complex struc
tures, and

{3)

lack lamina or chromatin associations, the

nuclear pore complex is a ubiquitous structure which contains
similar, if not identical, skeletal proteins.
Maul and Avdalovic

{1980) examined pore complex enriched

envelopes from the clam oocyte, Spisula solidissima.

The

proteins obtained were compared to rat liver pore complex
fibrous lamina proteins.

The advantages of the oocyte nuclei

versus somatic nuclei have been discussed above.

However,

manual isolation techniques were not used in this study.

The

clam nuclear envelope had only one protein similar to the
lamins

{apparent molecular weight

67,000-daltons).

finding is consistent with the results
oocyte nuclear envelopes

This

from Xenopus laevis

(Krohne et al., l978a).

Unlike the

Xenopus laevis oocyte envelope fraction which only contained
two predominant bands, however,

the similar fraction from

Spisula solidissima contained approximately eight major bands.
The fewer bands found in the Xenopus laevis fraction may be
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attributable to manual isolation techniques which assure
greater purity of nuclear envelopes.

It is unclear which

lamin protein corresponds to the 67,000-dalton protein ob
tained from Spisula solidissima oocyte nuclear envelopes.
Maul and Avdalovic

(1980) suggested that selective solubil

ity in SDS, susceptibility of disulfide crosslinks by air
oxidation,

in vitro phosphorylation and molecular weight

corresponded to lamin
phosphorylated lamin

C

B.

(1979)

in vitro so the 67,000-dalton protein

could correspond to lamin
Krohne et al.

However, Lam and Kasper

(1981)

c.

have cha racterized nuclear pore

complex-lamina structures in oocytes and erythrocytes of
Xenopus laevis by analytical two-dimensional gel electro
phoresis.

This system separated proteins by isoelectric

point and molecular weight.

For comparison, la�ina struc

tures containing few pore complexes were isolated, using
similar extraction procedures, from various somatic cells of
Xenopus laevis,

including erythrocytes.

from rat liver were also characterized.

Similar fractions
A table summarizing

the molecular weights and isoelectric points of the proteins
analyzed in this study is shown

(Table II).

The nuclear

envelope from Xenopus laevis oocytes, which is rich in pore
complexes, contained only one major protein with an apparent
molecular weight of 68,000-daltons.

This protein revealed
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TABLE II

Nuclear Pore Complex-Lamina Proteins*

Rat
somatic Nuclei
(Liver)

Xenopus
Oocyte Nuclei

MW

MW

E.!.

74K

(6.6-6.9)

72K

( 5.35)

62K

(6.6-6.9)

= LI

68K

*Results of Krohne et al.

Xenopus
Somatic .Nucl�i
(Erythrocyte)

MW

(6.4-6.6)

72K

(5.35)

= LI

62K (6.2-6.35) =LII

(1981)
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a series of distinct isoelectric variants focusing in the
pH range

of 6.4 to 6.6.

In living oocytes the 68,000-dalton

protein was continuously synthesized, as demonstrated by
incorporation of labelled amino acids,

and phosphorylated.

S.imilar prominent proteins were found in nuclear envelopes

of

oocytes of other amphibia, but slight differences in electro
phoretic mobility were noted between different amphibian
species.

Xenopus laevis erythrocyte lamina contained two

protei ns, LI and LII.
was

found for LI

A single isoelectric point

species

while multiple forms were found for LII.

Rat liver pore complex-lamina fractions contained three pro
teins.

A 74,000-

and 62,000-dalton protein each had similar

multiple isoelectric variants while a 72,000-dalton protein
contained only one isoelectric point species.
(1981)

Krohne et al.

concluded that the pore complex-lamina structure of

the oocyte nucleus was assembled from only one major protein
o f 68,000-daltons.

Additionally, the protein composition of

this struct.ure could be different in different cells of the
same organism.
It appears from this study, where the

component

proteins

were well characterized by isoelectric point and molecular
weight, that the nuclear envelope skeleton from a�phibian
oocytes

(Krohne et al., 1981)

is structurally

and biochem

ically different from similar residual structures of other
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somatic cells of amphibia
(Shelton et al., 1976;
and mammalian origin
and Coffey, 1977;

(Krohne et al, 1981), avian

Jackson,

1976;

Shelton et al.,

(Aaronson and Blobel, 1975;

Franke, 1977;

Shelton et al., 1980a).

Berezney

Gerace and Blobel,

Krohne et al.

l980a),

1980;

(1981) suggested that

the structural difference of the amphibian oocyte nuclear
envelope,

i.e.,

the higher ratio of pore complex material to

other structures such as interporous filaments and lamina,
was related to the predominance of the 68,000-dalton protein
and the absence of the lamina proteins,

lamins A, B and c.

The absence of the more acidic lamina protein

(LI from

Xenopus erythrocytes and lamin B from rat liver) might
part icularly significant.

Furthermore,

the

phosphoprotein was also different from the

be

68,000-dalton
LII

protein found

in Xenopus erythrocytes and different from lamins A and C
found in rat liver nuclear envelope

fractions.

The result that only one predominant protein

(molecular

weight 68,000-daltons) was found in Xenopus oocyte nuclear
envelope skeletons and not found in nuclear lamina skeletons
from erythrocytes of the same species may be explained if
this protein was a major architectural component of the
pore complex
A

(Krohne et al.,

similarly sized protein

l978a;

Krohne et al., 1981).

has been described

complex-lamina fraction from the clam oocyte,

in the pore
Spisula
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solidissima,

a cell with a nuclear envelope rich in pore

complex structures

(Maul and Avdalovic,

1980).

Thus it ap

pears that certain proteins may be unique to the pore complex
structure while other proteins may be characteristic of the
fibrous lamina.

Discrepancies should be resolved as charac

terization of these protein molecules is improved.
Thesis Objective
In
teins,

1975, Aaronson and Blobel proposed that three pro

later named lamins A,

B and

C

(Gerace and

Blobel,

1980), form a fibrous structure continuous with the nuclear
pores,

at the interface between the inner nuclear membrane

and the perinuclear chromatin.

Since that time,

several

other laboratories have prepared pore complex-fibrous lamina
fractions from other cell types.

Our laboratory has focused

on isolating the pore complex-fibrous lamina fraction from
the avian erythrocyte.

The Dwyer and Blobel

(1976) prepara

tion of rat liver pore complex-fibrous lamina has been used
for comparison studies and as a reference.

This thesis is

concerned with the characteristics and properties of the
predominant proteins,

the lamins,

in the nuclear pore com

plex-fibrous lamina fraction.
several pertinent questions may be asked regarding the
major proteins in

this structure.

These include:

(1) what

characteristics permit identification of the lamins in the
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absence

of specific functional assays;

(2)

what is the re

lationship of the lamin molecules to one another;
is the relationship of the lamins in the

(3) what

nuclear envelope;

{4}

where are these protein molecules located,

and finally

{5}

what are the functions of the lamin molecules?
The mature avian erythrocyte should be a favorable cell

for analysis of the pore complex-fibrous .lamina fraction.
The cells contain two predominant membranes,
brane and the nuclear envelope.

By virtue

the plasma mem

of this simplic

ity a comparison of the avian erythrocyte lamina fraction
which has been shown to have a relatively simple protein
complement

(Shelton and Egle,

active cells is of particular

1979) with that from more
interest.

Further,

the use of

the avian erythrocyte as a model of lamina composition and
function introduces morphological simplification.
et al.

Kartenbeck

(1971) have shown the avian erythrocyte has four-fold

fewer nuclear pores than rat liver while

Brasch et al.

(1972)

have shown that most of the erythrocyte chromatin is·highly
condensed and closely packed at
and Prescott

the

(1963) have shown that the

and does not support RNA synthesis.
not supported.
(Bucher,

inner membrane.

1963),

DNA

Although liver cells are

Cameron

nucleus is shrunken
synthesis is also
largely nondividing

they support active RNA synthesis.

Thus,

a

comparison of the erythrocyte and rat liver lamina fractions
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should permit association of some proteins with specific
nuclear structure or function.
In this thesis several aspects of the lamins will be
examined.
Shelton,

We have shown in an earlier study

1976)

(Cochran and

that the predominant proteins have a specific

arrangement in the nuclear envelope.

These interactions

were detected by reacting chromatin-free nuclear preparations
with bifunctional imidoester crosslinking agents.

Further

studies will be conducted on the oligomeric state of the
erythrocyte nuclear polypeptides.
intrinsic

sulfhydryl groups.

These include probes of

The advantage of this method

is that the reversibility of disulfide bond formation facil
itates identification of monomeric reactants with oligomeric
product.s.
Additionally,

the isolation and characterization of the

lamins has proven difficult due to their relative insolubility
and their

large and similar molecular weights.

One appr.oach

to the study of these proteins has been to fragment them with
proteolytic enzymes active in the presence of SDS.

Fragments

characteristic of each digested protein can then be identi
fied by SDS polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis.
teins have been separated by
extraction
In

These pro

electrophoresis and isolated by

of the individual proteins from gel slices.

1979,

Shelton and Egle analyzed the lamin proteins
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from the avian erythrocyte by a two-dimensional electro
phoretic procedure separating proteins
focusing and electrophoresis in SDS.
was used by Shelton et

al.

proteins from rat liver.

(1980a)

by

isoelectric

This same procedure

to analyze the lamin

Separation of lamins is achieved

therefore on the basis of charge and molecular weight.
further characterization of

the lamins can be made by pre

paring two-dimensional tryptic peptide

maps of the

purified by two-dimensional electrophoresis.
two-dimensional peptide maps of the lamins
ated,

A

proteins

Radioactive

were thus gener

each map unique to the lamin molecule examined.

Analysis of the radioactive pep·tides generated by the spe
cific tryptic cleavage reflects differences in the lamin
primary structure.
The results of this work
ing of the nuclear periphery.
the

should affect our understand
A study of

the proteins of

lamina provides basic information for molecular events

which occur with this structure.

The

proteolytic

studies

and peptide mapping studies reflect the amino acid structure
of the lamins.

Probes

of

sulfhydryl

groups

lamin molecules can reflect the topography
the nuclear envelope.
from the primary to
examined.

located in the
of the lamins in

Thus our understanding

of the lamins

the quaternary structural level will be

This knowledge should enable

the

development of

-
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further studies on the structure and function relationship
of the fibrous lamina and other
envelope.

Thus,

substructures of the nuclear

our concept of this complex area of the

eukaryotic cell can be advanced.
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M ATERIALS

AND METHODS

MATERIALS
1
N,N -methylenebis

Acrylamide was obtained from Bio-Rad;
acrylamide, ammonium persulfate,

2-mercaptoethanol,

tetramethylethylene diamine, cellulose chromagram

1
1
N,N,N ,N -

TLC

sheets,

and XRP-1 X-ray film were obtained from Eastman Kodak co.
Coomassie brilliant blue R, deoxyribonuclease I, Tris

(hy

droxymethyl) aminomethane and Triton X-100 were obtained
from Sigma Chemical Co.
The following materials were also obtained from Sigma
Chemical co.:

chymotrypsin

bovine serum albumin

(Fraction

soybean trypsin inhibitor
III), and myoglobin

(Type 1-S), papain

V),

(Type

(Type II).

ovalbumin

(Type III),

(grade

1-S), cytochrome c
In addition

V),
(Type

N-ethylmaleimide,

o-phenanthroline, phenylmethylsulfonyl fluoride, and trypsin
(type XI from bovine pancreas, DPCC treated) were obtained
from Sigma chemical Co.
Sodium dodecyl sulfate

(BDH specially pure) was obtained

from Gallard-Schlesinger Co.
from Fisher Scientific co.

Triethanolamine was obtained
Staphylococcus

V8

protease was

obtained frcim Miles Laboratories, nonidet P40 from BDH
Chemicals Ltd., urea

("ammonia free") from Schwarz/Mann Inc. ,

and horse plasma transferrin

(pooled)

was obtained from
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u.

s.

Biochemicals Corp.

genase

Bovine liver glutamate dehydro

(crystalline) was obtained from Boehringer Mannheim,

Servalyte

AG

chloramine-T

3-10

(analytical grade) from serva,

(trihydrate) was obtained from J.

T.

and
Baker

Chemical Co.
Lighting plus Cornex intensifying screens were obtained
from DuPont and Na

125

r

was obtained from New England Nuclear

All other chemicals were reagent grade.

corp.

METHODS
Preparation of Chicken Erythrocyte Nuclei
Chicken erythrocyte nuclei were isolated as follows
(Shelton et al.,

1976):

adult chicken blood

via heart puncture with 3.8%
10-15% of the final volume.

was collected

(w/v) sodium citrate composing
Erythrocytes were washed and

collected three times in l46mM sodium chloride

(saline)

by

low-speed centrifugation and the buffy coat removed by aspi
ration.

Packed cell volumes were determined by a 5-min

centrifugation in a Clay-Adams Microhematocrit centrifuge.
washed cells were broken by nitrogen cavitation and the nu
clei collected by centrifugation through
2�/o glycerol barrier for 20 min at 600xg.
washed three times in 50mM Tris-HCl
Mgcl2

a

saline-lmM cacl 2
Nuclei were

(pH 7.5)-25mM KCl-SmM

(TKM) containing 250mM sucrose.

The nuclei were
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suspended each time by several cycles in a Dounce homogenizer
and collected by centrifugation for 5 min at 600xg.
Preparation of Nuclear Lamina Fraction from Chicken Erythro

cyte Nuclei

A nuclear lamina fraction was isolated by a sequence of
pancreatic

DNase digestions and salt extractions

2, and 4 of Dwyer and Blobel,

1976).

(steps 1,

Isolated chicken eryth-

rocyte nuclei were freed of deoxyribonucleohistone by two
digestions with pancreatic DNase

(the first at pH 8.5,

the

second at pH 7.5) followed by extraction with 1.0 M NaCl.
The resulting envelope fraction was washed with T.riton X-100,
and the DNase

(pH 7.5) and NaCl treatments were repeated.

Centrifugation each time was for 10 min at 27,000xg.

The

final protein pellet was diss0lved in 4% sodium dodecyl sulfate

(SDS) and heated for

3 to

4 min in a boiling water bath.

The isolated chicken erythrocyte lamina fraction was stored
°
at -20 c and thawed prior to each use.
Preparation

of Rat

Liver Nuclear Lamina Fraction

Rat liver nuclei were prepared following the method of
Blobel and Potter

(1966).

Rats were decapitated and livers

were collected in ice cold TKM containing 250 mM sucrose.
After homogenization of the livers, the nuclei were pelleted
by ultracentrifugation and washed again in TKM containing
sucrose.

The lamina fraction was prepared according to the

- 50

method of Dwyer and Blobel

-

(1976).

two digestions with pancreatic DNase

This procedure involves
(the

first at pH 8.5,

the second at pH 7.5) followed by extraction with l.OM NaCl.
The resulting envelope fraction was washed with Triton X-100.
The final protein pellet was dissolved in 4% SDS and heated
for 3 to 4 min in a boiling water bath.

The rat liver lam

ina fraction was stored at -2ooc and thawed prior to each
use.
N-Ethyl Maleimide Treatment of Chicken Erythrocyte Nuclei
During certain experiments a goal was to prevent intrin
sic oxidation of sulfhydryl groups of protein molecules.
This goal was accomplished by treating whole nuclei between
the first and second wash steps vrith N-ethylmaleimide
"Preparation of Chicken Erythrocyte Nuclei").

(see

The intact

nuclei were exposed to l.OmM N-ethylmaleimide for 5 min at

0-4°c.

Preparation of the lamina fraction then continued as

has been described above.
Disulfide Bond Formation in Erythrocyte Nuclear Lamina Fraction
Intrinsic sulfhydryl groups of the larnin proteins were
subjected to oxidative conditions at the nuclear envelope
stage in the isolation procedure

(see above) .

Disulfide bond

formation was enhanced by suspending nuclear envelope from
O.Smi of packed erythrocytes in 0.9ml of 10% sucrose-lOrnM
triethanolamine hydrochloride

(pH 7. 5)-0.lrnM MgCl2 and
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O.lOml of
reaction
min

S.OmM phenanthroline-l.OmM cupric sulfate.
mixture was

(Steck,

1972)

•

The

incubated at room temperature for 20
Reacted envelope was collected by cen

trifugation at 27,000xg for 15 min at 4°c.
Preparation of Protein for Electrophoresis
The final protein pellet in the preparation of nuclear
fibrous lamina fractions was routinely dissolved in 4% SDS,
heated for

3-4 min in a boiling water bath and then allowed

to cool to room temperature.

This material,

sample protein,

was stored at -20°C and thawed prior to each use.
For electrophoresis in gels according to the method of
Shapiro et al.

(1967).

sample protein was thawed and dialyzed

overnight against lOmM sodium phosphate

(pH 7.2)-0.lo/o SDS.

Protein to be electrophoresed according to the method of
Laemmli

(1970) vras first precipitated

(see below) and then

dissolved in appropriate volumes of equilibration buffer
(O'Farrell,

1975) prior to electrophoresis.

Protein samples for isoelectric focusing
according
4% SDS,

to the following method.

were combined in a

cold acetone-NH 0H
4

1-

were prepared

The protein samples,

in

to 5-volume ratio with ice

(5.3:0.3) (Cabral and Gottesman,

1978).

The mixture was stirred vigorously and centrifuged at
12,000xg

for 2 min in a

was discarded,

Sorvall HB-4 rotor.

The supernatant

and the pellet was subjected to a stream of
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nitrogen to eliminate traces of the acetone-NH40H solution.

A small volume (50 or lOOpl of 9M urea, 5% Nonidet P-40,
2-mercaptoethanol, and Servalyte

1%

(3 to 10) in a 1:16 dilution

was used to redissolve the pellet.

The sample protein was

centrifuged in a Beckman air-driven centrifuge at a setting
of 20

(approximately 70,000 to 80,000xg for 10 min just prior

to focusing.
Electrophoresis
Several electrophoretic conditions were employed.

One

dimensional polyacrylamide electrophoresis was performed in
both uniform cylindrical gels and gra.dient slab gels.

TWo

dimensional electrophoretic conditions employed uniform
cylindrical polyacrylamide gels,

cylindrical isoelectric

focusing gels and exponential and linear gradient polyacryl
amide slab gels.

Particular attention must be paid to elec

trophoretic conditions used in specific experiments.
One-Dimensional Electrophoresis
(a)

Uniform cylindrical polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis.

Electrophoresis \vas performed in cylindrical gels according
to the method of Shapiro et al.

(1967).

Gels were stained,

destained and scanned spectrophotometrically as described
previously
1975).

(Shelton et al.,

1976;

see also Cobbs and Shelton,
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(b)

Linear and exponential gradient polyacrylamide slab gel

electrophoresis.

Analytical gradient slab gel electrophor

esis was performed using the discontinuous method of Laemmli
(1970).

Conditions for electrophoresis followed the second

dimension conditions as described by O'Farrell
the following modifications:
phoresed
cooled
(c)

at 30V,

the slab gels were electro

constant voltage,

at a constant

(1975) with

overnight

(14-16 h)

and

°
temperature of 19 c.

Isoelectric focusing cylindrical gel

electrophoresis.

Isoelectric focusing in cylindrical gels followed the first
dimension conditions as described by O'Farrell
following modifications were made.

(1975).

The

Ampholines were obtained

from Serva instead of LKB and the cylindrical gels were not
prefocused.

Sample was applied at the anode

were focused at

SOOV,

constant voltage,

for

and the proteins
3

h.

Two-Dimensional Electrophoresis
(a)

Cylindrical gel electrophoresis followed by gradient

slab gel electrophoresis.
above,

Protein sample

(oxidized,

or prepared in a nonreducing enviro�ment)

rated in the buffer of Shapiro et al.

(1967).

see

was sepa-

To effect

reduction the gel v1as iinmersed in lOOml of electrophoresis
buffer containing 5% 2-mercaptoethanol for 45
temperature.

The gel,

min at room

containing reduced protein was then

placed on top of a gradient slab gel

(either a Pharmacia
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4-30% gel or a Laemmli 5-20% gel) and electrophoresis con
tinued in the second dimension as described above.
Isoelectric focusing followed by gradient polyacrylamide

(b)

slab gel electrophoresis.

Both dimensions of this system

followed the methods as described by O'Farrell

(1975).

Mod

ifications were made in firs·t and second dimensions and have
been discussed above.
Exponential gradient polyacrylamide slab gel electro

(c)

phoresis in first and second dimensions.

In some experiments,

gradient polyacrylamide slab gels were run in both dimensions.
The discontinuous Laemmli gel system employing Tris-glycine
running buffer was used.
protein

After electrophoresis of oxidized

(or protein prepared in a nonreducing environment)

individual lanes of protein were visualized with lOOmM KCl,
excised and protein in the gel slice reduced.

Reduction was

effected by incubation of the gel in isoelectric focusing
buffer

(see O'Farrell,

1975) containing 5% 2-mercaptoethanol

for one hour at room temperature.

The 2-mercaptoethanol was

then removed by several washes of the gel slice with ice-cold
acetone followed by a wash in the isoelectric focusing buffer
without 2-mercaptoethanol.
tein,

The gel, containing reduced pro

was then placed on top of the second dimension gradient

slab gel and electrophoresis performed as described above.
SDS

concentration of the running buffer in both dimensions
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was increased from 0.1% to 0.4%.
Isolation of Lamins
Protein was extracted from unstained gels.
to be purified was first reduced for 20 min
toethanol prior to separation.
step,

out,

lOOmM KCl

(Wallace et al.,

washed in distilled water,

in 5.0% 2-mercap

After the electrophoretic

the bands containing the individual

lized in cold,

The protein

lamins were visua
1974),

sectioned

and cut into small pieces.

The pieces from 24 to 48 gel slices were e xtracted with
to 12.0ml of lOmM
azide-4%

SDS-5%

sodium phosphate

2-mercaptoethanol at

varied from 5 to

15 h.

(pH 7.2)-5mM sodium
37°C.

Extraction times

Polyacrylamide was removed by low

speed centrifugation and washed with
buffer.

6.0

3.0ml of extraction

The extracts were combined and filtered through

fine glass wool.
Digestion of Extracted Lamins
Both single and mixed samples of extracted protein were
routinely examined by analytical electrophoresis.

Individual

proteins were exposed to proteolytic digestion by each of
three enzymes:
tease,

chymotrypsin,

and papain.

overnight in a

staphylococcus aureus VB pro

Each extracted protein was incubated

°
37 c water bath with amounts of enzyme as

indicated in figure legends.

Reactions were terminated by
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electrophoresis on one-dimensional cylindrical analytical
gels.
Peptide Mapping on One-Dimensional cylindrical Analytical
Gels
Analysis of peptides generated by enzymatic proteolysis
was performed on 15% polyacrylamide gels containing 0.5 M
urea

(Diedrich et al., 1977).

These digests were subjected

to electrophoresis for 4 h at· 5 rnA per gel.

staining and

destaining have been described above.
Tryptic Digestion under Mild Conditions
Protein was precipitated from SDS solution by combination in a 1- to 5-volume ratio with ice-cold acetone-NH40H
(5.3:0.3) and by centrifugation at 12,000xg for 2 min in a
Sorvall HB-4 rotor.
the protein
Tris-HCl

After drying under a stream of nitrogen

(0.5 ug/ul) was dissolved or suspended in 50 mM

(pH 6.8),

2 M urea.

The solution was chilled in an

ice bath and trypsin added as detailed in the figure legends.
The samples were maintained in an ice bath overnight after
which they were adjusted to 1.2 rnM PMSF and 0.25% SDS to
stop digestion.

Glycerol

(10%)

was added preparatory to

electrophoresis.
125

r-Tryptic P ep�de Mapping
The procedure of Elder et al.

(1977) for analysis of

stained proteins found in gel slices was applied to the
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lamins and to lamin fragments from analytical two-dimension
al gels.

Individual proteins were sliced from Coomassie

blue-stained gels with a razor blade.

The slices were washed

four to five days with 25'/o isopropyl alcohol and then with
1�/o methanol for one day to remove SDS and other contaminants.
After washing,

the slices were dried under a heat lamp.

protein was then radioiodinated with

125

r

in the gel slice

by a modification of the chloramine-T method.
fite was added to stop the reaction.
then washed for five days with
(1�/o)

was added each day.

dried with a heat lamp.

o vernight,
lypholized.

Sodium bisul

The gel slices were

10% methanol.

Fresh methanol

After washing the gel slices were
Trypsin

M ammonium bicarbonate buffer,

dried gel slice.

The

(0.5 ml of 50 ug/ml in 0.05

pH 8.0)

was added to each

The samples were then incubated at

37

°

after which the supernatants were removed and
The

125

r-labelled tryptic peptides

one million counts per minute)
pl of 88"/o formic acid,

(approximately

were dissolved in one to two

spotted on cellulose TLC sheets and

separated by electrophoresis and chromatography.

The TLC

plates were dried and analyzed by autoradiography using
Kodak XRP-1 x-ray film.

A� toradiographs were exposed at

-70°.
Protein Determination
Protein dissolved in 4% SDS was estimated by the method
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of Lowry et al.

(1951).

A 4% SDS blank was subtracted from

all readings and bovine serum albumin served as the standard.
When protein samples contained 2-mercaptoethanol,

the Lowry

assay was modified according to the procedure of Bensadoun
and Weinstein

(1976).

Detern1ination of Molecular Weights
Molecular weight determinations were made using several
proteins as standards.

The standards used

gel systems are detailed in figure legends.
run in both parallel gels and in mixed
of unknown molecular weight.
weight

Standards

were

gels with the protein

The logarithm of the molecular

of each standard was plotted against its migration

distance and a standard curve obtained.
of

in the various

The molecular weight

the unknown protein was determined by comparison to the

standard curve.
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RESULTS

Enzymic Cleavage of Pore Complex-Fibrous Lamina Proteins
Aaronson and
now called lamins

Blobel in 1975 found three major proteins,
(see Introduction),

pore complex-fibrous lamina fraction.

in a rat liver nuclear
Proteins isolated in

lamina fractions from other cells are frequently compared
with the rat liver protein triplet observed by Aaronson and
Blobel

(1975).

however,

A prominent feature lacking in these studies,

has been the chemical characteristics of the lamin

triplet.
chemical similarities between the predominant pore
complex-fibrous lamina proteins have been suggested from
other properties shared by these proteins.

One property the

lamins share is their coisolation in an insoluble nuclear
envelope subfraction.

A second shared property of the lamins

is the ability to form homogeneous oligomers upon oxidation
of intrinsic sulfhydryl groups

(see belol·l).

These common

properties as well as recent immunological results
Introduction)

(see

suggest chemical similarities between these

proteins.
In order to explore the possibility that chemical
similarities exist between the lamins and to further
characterize these proteins peptide mapping studies were
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undertaken.

Attempts at the isolation and characterization

of these proteins, however,

have proven difficult particu

larly because of the relative insolubility of the proteins
as well as their large and similar molecular

weights

(75,000

and 71,000 used here for the molecular weights of the two
predominant protein species).
tion study,

In the

initial characteriza

the approach was to fragment each protein with

proteolytic enzymes active in the presence of SDS.

Fragments

characteristic of each digested protein are then identified
by SDS-polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis

(Cleveland et al.,

1977).
Three proteins, P75

(lamin A),

P71

(lamin

and P61

B)

(identified by approximate molecular weight times a thousand),
were separated by electrophoresis and extracted from gel
slices.

For these studies up to 30 pg of protein was loaded

on e0.ch preparative gel and the proteins were extracted after
one electrophoretic step.
presented in fig. 7.
only

P75

An analysis of the material is
(lamin A) and P71

traces of cross-contamination.

(lamin

B)

reveal

Mixtures of the three

extracts yielded the expected three bands with the correct
mobilities.

Digestion products were examined on

acrylamide.

Protein controls for these digestions were

incubated overnight without enzyme

(fig.

7).

15% poly

In some experi

ments the controls contained small amounts of degradation
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Fig. 7.

Enzymatic digestion

Sample protein

(25-30 pg)

control polypeptides.

was applied to 5% polyacrylamide

gels and the polypeptides separated by electrophoresis for
3.5 h at 4.7 v/cm.

After electrophoresis,

the polypeptides

were extracted as described under Methods.

The extracted

polypeptides were first examined by electrophoresis on 5%
polyacrylamide gels.

In the

iirst four gels the gels are

identified by the approximate molecular weight of the poly
peptide

(75,

71 and 61)

or by M where the samples

were

mixed on a single gel.

In this preparation P75 and P7l

each contain a trace

the other.

of

Pep·tides obtained by

enzymic digestion were analyzed on 15% polyacrylamide gels
as described under Methods.

Controls were incubated with

out enzyme and are presented above.

The number above the

horizontal line indicates the quantity of proteolytic en
zyme

(O

in this figure)

and the numbers below the line iden

tify the polypeptide subjected to digestion.
seen in Figures 8-10,

As will be

appearance of protein through most of

the gel was enzyme-dependent.

In some experiments,

the con

trol polypeptides suffered some degradation as evidenced by
slightly

faster minor bands,

but these did not compromise

the digestion products presented in Figures 8-10.
be noted that P61
two bands in the

(gel under 61)
15% gels.

It should

partially resolves into
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0
75 71 61 M

75 71 61
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products but these did not correspond with enzyme products
(results not shown) .

In this experiment,

sufficiently more

P61 extract was used to give an intensity

of bands approxi

mately

equal to P75 (lamin A) and P71 (lamin B).

Results of papain digestions

are

presented in fig.

8.

The enzymic products from each of the three pro·teins were
nearly

identical.

P75 (lamin A).

Four product bands were obtained from

The largest of these may appear as a trace

from P71 (lamin B).

The other three bands can be detected

in the proteolytic products from P75 (lamin A),
B) and

P61.

Papain (50 and

100 pg) alone gave no visible

Of the three enzymes used,

bands.

complete digestion.

papain gave the most

One difficulty with this study is that

the separate products were poorly resolved.
discernable by

P7l (lamin

Indeed,

bands

eye were difficult to capture in photographs.

Common digestion products were also obtained with
staphylococcus aurens VB protease.. (fig.
included

9).

These digests

a major product (large arrow) and several minor

products (small arrows).

Control gels ruled out the con

tribution of protein bands by the protease.
Chymotrypsin digestion (fig.
major fragments from each
minor

10) yielded two common

protein (large

arrows).

Several

fragments migrating below the arrows also appeared to

be common to P75 (lamin A) and P71 (lamin B(small arrows).
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Fig.

8.

Papain digest ion of P75,

P7l and P61.

Poly

peptides prepared as described under Figure 7 were used in
this experiment.

The papain

tpgl

used in

each set of di

gestions is shown over the horizontal bars.
bated alone showed little staining.
products
were

(small arrmvs)

cownon to the

Papain incu

Three polypeptide

and possibly a fourth

three nuclear polypeptides.

(large arrow)
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50
100
50100
75 71 61 75 71 .61
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Fig.
P75,

9.

staphylococcus aureus VB protease digestion of

P71 and P61.

All conditions were described under

Figure 7 except for the protease concentration,
major product

which was

All three polypeptides yielded a common

in micrograms.

(large arrow) and four common minor products

(small arrows).
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Fig.

10.

Chymotryptic digestion of P75,

P71 and P61.

All conditions were the same as those described under Figure
7.

Common major products are indicated by the largest ar

rows.

TWo minor products from P75 and P71 are indicated by

small arrows.

TWo bands occur beside the vertical bars.

These may be common bands.
in

Migration

the chymotrypsin digestion studies.

in this region varied
Insulin added as an

internal standard also showed anomalous migration
not shown).

(.results

-

69

-

5
_2_5
2
75 71 61 75 7 1 61

II
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Undigested material and some aggregated protein is detectable
above the arrows.

Additional chymotrypsin

(5 pg) increased

the products and decreased the starting bands and aggregates.
The two lowest molecular weight products from P71

(lamin B)

migrated more slowly than comparable bands from P75
A),

(vertical bars).

insulin,

(lamin

The same behavior was observed with

which was included as an internal standard in some

experiments
the bottom,

(results not shown).

Because of this anomaly,

strongly staining peptides obtained from P61 by

digestion with 2 pg chymotrypsin may not be unique but rathe�
reflect the altered migration.

Only faint bands are attribu

table to digested chymotrypsin.
These studies on the chemical nature of P75
P71

(lamin A},

(lamin B) and P61 suggest that similarities exist among

these proteins although diffe rences were also detected among
the products.

The advantages and limitations of this one

dimensional peptide mapping technique will be addressed in
the Discussion.

The principal advantage is that relatively

large cleavage products can be generated using enzymes active
in the presence of SDS.

The principal disadvantages are that

resolution of products are compromised using one-dimensional
gels and relatively minor peptides are difficult to resolve
and visualize.
proteins P75

Thus the question arises whether the similar

(lamin A),

P71

(lamin B) and P61 are made by
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the processing of a single gene product or whether they are
products of different genes.

One established technique that

has been useful in determining precursor-product relation
ships among proteins has been a two-dimensional peptide
mapping technique.

This method has been applied to further

characterize the chemical nature of the lamin proteins.
Analysis of Lamins by Peptide Mapping
Shelton and Egle in 1979 characterized the avian eryth
rocyte nuclear pore complex-fibrous lamina proteins by a
two-dimensional electrophoretic procedure.

This procedure

separates proteins by their molecular weight and isoelectric
point properties.

Thus separation of pore complex-fibrous

lamina proteins was achieved with great purity.

Several

interesting properties of these proteins were revealed by
this method

(see Introduction).

A particularly interesting

result was the fact that the major protein species fell into
two distinct types,

one with an isoelectric point of approxi

mately 6.5 and the other type with an isoelectric point of
approximately 5 .7.

Even more noteworthy is the fact that the

protein species in the more basic class each exists as four
to six isoelectric point variants and the relative stain
intensities for the variants were similar for the different
protein molecules.

It should also be noted that these same

properties exist for the lamina proteins in other cell types
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when examined using this analytical method.
Further applications of this analytical method have
shown that lamins A and C,
in the more basic class,

the two predominant protein species

have strikingly similar distributions

of isoelectric point variants in both rat and chicken.
similarities in ionic properties suggest
ship between the proteins.

These

a chemical relation-

A plausible explanation for these

similar distributions is that lamin C is a cleavage product
of

lamin A which retains the region of variable charge giving

rise to the isoelectric point variants.

Another possibility

is that lamin C is very similar to lamin A and the molecules
only differ with respect to conformation.
possibilities,

125

To test these

r-tryptic peptide maps of the lamins were

prepared.
separated lamins were obtained from analytical
e·lectric focusing vs.
acrylamide gels.
with

125

1977) .

molecular weight)

(iso-

two-dimensional

The purified lamins were radiolabelled

r and their tryptic peptides compared

(Elder et a1.,

With this method certain amino acid residues

cipally tyrosine,

see Krohn et al.,

1977)

are

(prin

125
r-labelled,

the protein is subjected to exhaustive tryptic digestion,
two-dimensional peptide maps are prepared· and the
labelled

125

peptides are detected by autoradiography.

maps of chicken lamins A,

B

and C are shmvn in fig.

I-

Peptide
11.

-73-

125
Fig.

11.

lamins.

I-labelled tryptic peptides of purified

Polypeptides from gels such as those presented in

Figure 4· were
Methods".

"mapped"

as described under "Materials and

Panels are labelled by

lamin mixtures

(AB,

A but absent in c.

AC and BC)

lamin

--in AC,

(A,

B and C)

or

peptides found in

-74-

A

c

AB
.

-

--

.

•

1

•

Ch
El--"'

•
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Lamin

A

has three tryptic peptides not found in lamin

(enclosed in dashed line in
appear to be in common.

AC)

while the other peptides

The peptides not found in lamin

could

be from a fragment lost when lamin

lamin

c.

and

from

C

A

is converted

This evidence is consistent with lamin

cleavage product of lamin

A

A

A

Lamin

properties as well,
species with a pi
that of lamin

B

differs from lamin

to

lamins

B differs

and c in tryptic peptide composition.

be recalled that lamin

c

being a

c

but is not consistent with

differing only by conformation.

both

c

It should

and c in ionic

A

occurring as a single isoelectric point

approximately

0.7

units more acidic

than

A.

Tryptic mapping of rat liver lamins indicates the same
relationships

(fig.

sequences while lamin
chicken lamins,

B is

and c have very similar

A

distinct.

rat liver lamin

only one peptide
observed

Lamins

12).

C

In contrast to the

differs from lamin

(dashed circle in

A).

A

by

The similarities

in the peptide maps of lamins A and

C

from

chicken

erythrocyte and rat liver are also found in maps of lamins

A

and

c

from rat kidney

(results not shown) .

These two-dimensional peptide mapping results indicate
that

although lamins

A

and

B coisolate

tion and have similar one-dimensional
in fact two separate gene products.

in an insoluble frac
peptide

maps,

Furthermore,

they are

the two-

-76-

Fig.

12.

125

!-labelled t ryptic peptides

lamins A,

B and

legend

Figure 11.

to

circle is absent

c.

The

from

of

rat

liver

conditions are described in the

The lamin A. peptide in the dashed
lamin c.

-77-

B

•

•

c
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dimensional peptide maps indicate that lamins A and C could
constitute a precursor-pr oduct relationship.
these gene product relationships may provide

Furthermore,
a basis for

differences in structure-function relationships among the
lamin molecules in the nuclear envelope.

So far,

however,

no direct demonstrations of lamin function have been found.
Some insight as to the role of the lamins can be gained,
however,

from a knowledge of the relationships which exist

between the lamins in the nuclear envelope.

These relation-

ships have been explored using a technique where intrinsic
sulfhydryl

groups are oxidized to form

disulfide crosslinks.

S.tabilization of Protein Structure in the Nuclear Envelo�
by Crosslinking
Our approach to study nuclear envelope proteins is to
probe the predominant proteins in the chicken erythrocyte
nuclear envelope and convert

reacted proteins into oligo-

mers by oxidizing intrinsic cysteine
Cochran,

1978).

groups

(Shelton and

This method of determining interpolypep-

tide contacts has proven to be a useful approach to the
study of nuclear

envelope

ultrastructure

for

several reasons.

First very little is understood about the specific molecular
architecture of the nuclear envelope.

Secondly,

determina-

tion of interpolypeptide contacts has been appealing because
the nuclear envelope is relatively rich in protein and at

-79-

the same time only a few proteins predominate.

Thirdly,

identification of the proteins in the crosslinked complexes
can be performed after reversible depolymerization,
step where disulfide bonds are involved.

coupled with two

dimensional electrophoresis of the proteins
acrylamide gels,

1972;

relatively insoluble membrane proteins

wang and Richards,

Lam and Kasper,

1978;

in SDS-poly

this approach has been useful in studying

complex mixtures of
(Steck,

an easy

structural details

1979).

1974;

Shelton

Thus major

and Cochran,

supramolecular

of biological membranes are accessible.

We have previously investigated protein interactions by
use of bifunctional
coch
. ran and Shelton,

crosslinking agents
1976).

(see

Introduction;

During attempts to extend these

studies with cleavable crosslinking agents so that reacted
products might be analyzed after reversible depolymerization,
oligomers were detected in electropherograms of control pro
tein samples \vhich lacked both bifunctional agents and di
sulfide reducing agents.

The oligomers detected were found

to be sensitive to mercaptoethanol reduction as shown in
fig.
gel

13.
1,

After mercaptoethanol reduction of the material in

the band of greater molecular weight at D disappears

and the smaller one is diminished.

Treatment of the isolated

nuclei with the sulfhydryl blocking agent N-ethylmaleimide
prior

to envelope isolation prevented this apparent poly-

-80-

Fig.
dized,

13.

Electropherograms

and oxidized chicken

polypeptides.

The pairs,

of reduced, partially oxi

erythrocyte nuclear envelope

1 and 2,

3 and 4,

each identical except that samples 2,
overnight with 3%
phoresis.

(v/v)

5 and 6, are

4 and 6 were reduced

2-merc"aptoethanol before electro

Details of preparation,

electrophoresis and

staining are presented in ."Materials and Methods".
reveal polypeptide

crosslinking

envelope preparation.

1 and. 2

found after a standard

In 3 and 4 free mercaptan groups

were blocked with N-ethylmaleimide after nuclei were re
lease<l from- the· cells.

In

5 and 6 cystine formation was

promoted by exposure of isolated nuclear envelope to a
solution containing o-phenanthroline/cupric sulfate.
tein applied to each gel was
16.2 �g;
and lamin

1 and 2, 17.4 pg;

and 5 and 6, 24.2 pg.
B

respectively.

Pro

3 and 4,

A and B indicate larnin A

D, the position of an approxi

mately 160,000-dalton pair of bands, representing dimers,
and P indicates. high molecular weight polymers.

-81-

1
p
D
A
B

2

3

4

5

6
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merization

(fig.

13,

examples 3

(with mercaptoethanol)).

(no

mercaptoethanol)

and 4

These results indicated the nature

of the bond involved and demonstrated that

in the native

state the erythrocyte proteins were not disulfide linked.
Polymerization thus appeared to occur during the course of
envelope isolation.
The extent of the oxidation reaction occurring during
isolation and the specificity for the predominant proteins
were noteworthy.

Phenanthroline

dryl group oxidant

cupric complex,

(Kobashi and Horecker,

1967;

a

sulfhy

Kobashi,

1968)

was tested to determine whether the polymerization could be
enhanced.

Addition of the oxidant to a preparation of the

nuclear envelope resulted in a major depletion of the bands
A and B and an enhancement of the pair of bands at D as well
as the appearance of higher polymers at P
5

(fig.

13,

examples

and 6) .
It was of

interest to find out if the disulfide-cross

linked proteins were the same as the proteins found in Triton
X-100 insoluble fractions.

Insolubility in solutions of

nonionic detergent at low ionic strength has been a character
istic of proteins '"hich appear to be involved in a nuclear
skeleton
1975;

(Berezney and Coffey,

Scheer et al.,

1976;

1974;

Aaronson and Blobel,

comings and Okada,

1976a and b).

It has also been demonstrated that the major avian erythro-
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cyte

nuclear proteins are insoluble

Shelton,

1976).

(Shelton et al.,

1975;

We therefore examined the crosslinked avian

erythrocyte nuclear proteins to see if they too were insol
uble in nonionic detergent.

The results are shown in fig.

In this experiment the envelope fraction was subjected

14.

to phenanthroline-cupric complex oxidation and then washed
with Triton X-100.

Upon reduction with mercaptoethanol

(panel a) a simple band pattern characteristic of erythrocyte residual nuclear proteins was obtained.

Most of the

protein occurred in the approximately 77,000-dalton band
(4

and

7).

5 here).

Minor proteins are present

(bands

6,

The two proteins in band 7 appear to undergo oxidation

mediated crosslinking in contrast to bands 1,
the

1�3,

"oxidized" state presented in panel b,

bands appear between bands

5

oxidation step.

Band

In

a pair of major

1 and 3 and other bands plus un

resolved material appear between
protein bands 4,

3 and 6.

1

and the gel top.

Only

and 7 are significantly diminished by the
2 lies under the polymers

and cannot

be assessed.
Higher resolution of the oxidized material was achieved
by extending the electrophoresis time

(panel c) .

Only dis

crete bands were formed until very high molecular weight
material occurred.

Although molecular weight estimates of

unreduced proteins via SDS-polyacrylarnide gel electrophoresis

-84-

Fig. 14.
Electropherograms of Triton X-100 insoluble,
o-phenanthroline/cupric sulfate oxidized nuclear envelope
p olypeptides after (a) mercaptoethanol reduction, (b) no
reduction,

and

(c)

extended e£ectrophoresis of the sample

in b.
Preparation of the samples and the electrophoretic
conditions are presented in "Materials and Methods".
The
numbers 1-7 refer to material which appears as distinct
bands in the reduced sample.
Protein (14.5 pg) was applied
to each gel.
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must be viewed with caution
approximately
position

4

and 5

D,

(Griffith,

1972) a value of

160,000-daltons for the new proteins at

fig.

13

(lamins A

suggests that

and

B

they

are dimers of bands

respectively).

The mass distribution in the electropherogram indicates
that the oligomers arise predominantly from bands

A)

and 5

oligomer

(lamin

B),

4

(lamin

but cannot reveal the composit1on of each

with respect to the two monomers.

The reversibility

of disulfide bond formation was utilized to determine oli
gomer compositions.

Thus separation and identification of

crosslinked species can be obtained by

a two-dimensional

polyacrylamide gel electrophoretic technique.

SDS

A schematic

drawing depicting the various combination of oligomers and
products and the relationships formed
method are shown in fig.

15

data are presented in fig.

and fig.
17.

using this analytical
16.

Proteins from an oxidized

sample were separated by electrophoresis
gel

The experimental

in a cylindrical

(the major pairs of dimers are readily

sample gel located at the top of fig.
of disulfide bonds,

17).

17).

After reduction

proteins were separated further by

electrophoresis in a gradient slab gel
sion in fig.

apparent in the

Upon reduction,

too large to enter the first gel

(in the second dimen

some material which was

(near 0 in fig.

a light streak in the second dimension,

17) produced

clearly indicating

-87-

Fig.

15.

phoresis.

Schematic diagram of two-dimensional electro
Disulfide-bonded protein is separated in the

first dimension

(lst).

After reduction the protein is

further separated in a second dimension

(2nd).

Proteins not

containing disulfide bonds fall on a diagonal line indicated
by XY .

Homotypic proteins (A)
fall off the diagonal and
�
Heterotypic pro
are made of one spot on a vert1cal line.
teins

(AB)

fall off the diagonal and are made of two or

more spots on a vertical line.
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) )

)

) )

)

1

2nd

l

-89-

Fig.

16.

phoresis.
Figure

Schematic

diagram of two-dimensional electro

The conditions

are described in the legend to

(A) 2 and (B)
and trimers
2
(A)
and (B)
fall off the diagonal line but form new
3
3
diagonal lines which are parallel to the monomer line.
15.

Homotypic dimers

-90-

) )

))

)) )

)

2nd

1
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Fig.

17.

Two-dimensional electropherogram of oxidized

(1st dimension) and reduced

(2nd dimension) Triton X-100

insoluble nuclear envelope polypeptides.

Sample

(90 pg of

oxidized protein) was separated in the first dimension in
the buffer of Shapiro et al.

(1967).

A photograph of a

control gel is shown at the top of the figure.

To effect

reduction the gel was immersed in 100 mL of electrophoresis
buffer,

containing 5% 2-mercaptoethanol for 45 min at room

temperature.

The gel,

containing reduced polypeptides,

was

then placed on top of a Pharmacia 4-30% gradient slab gel
and electrophoresis in the second dimension performed as
previously described

(Cobbs and Shelton,

1975).

The gel

was stained and destained as described in Materials and
Methods.

A and B represent where lamin A and larnin B mi

grate in the second dimension respectively.

A horizontal

line at A and B indicates the locus of most polypeptides
which were crosslinked prior to reduction.

.
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Q .

A
8
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all proteins arising from this zone.

Those proteins which

formed no interpolypeptide disulfide bonds can be seen along
a diagonal between

and M,

0

with most of this material

nearer M.
The

region of the .slab gel on

a horizontal line with

A

and B yielded the most information about oligomer composi
Proteins from band

tion.

(lamin

4

A)

produced a light streak

across this zone with three areas of concentration.
were
a

a spot on the

These

to M diagonal which reflects monomer,

0

heavy and a light spot in

the dimer

region,

and several

spots at or near the material arising from the top of
one-dimensional gel.

Thus the band

4

(lamin

A)

the

protein i s

only partially polymerized and yields both dimeric and
Band

higher oligomers.
further than band

4

5

(lamin

(lamin

A)

B)

protein

migrates slightly

in the second dimension.

It

was located almost entirely in the dimer region and yielded
a

major and a minor spot.

dimer has
(lamin

A)

an apparen·t
dimer,

Interestingly band

molecular weight

5

(lamin B)

higher than band

4

although the monomers are of a reverse size.

It should be noted that all the polymers sufficiently small
to enter the first dimensional gel are homogeneous because
no two spots \vere found along a single line parallel with
the second dimension direction.
panying the two main spots may

The fainter spots accom
arise from dimers of
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sufficiently different conformation to
rate.

effect migration

Such differences could be stabilized by disulfide

bonds.

Two faint spots in the streak from the origin arise

from band

7

protein and indicate that the band

7

oligomer

is of large size.
The results obtained on the gradient slab gel are de
picted schematically in fig.
is

labelled as lamin

A

18.

and band

In this drawing band
as lamin

5

B.

4

The apparent

dimers for the proteins as well as the higher oligomers
formed by larnin
the

A

Particularly evident is

are indicated.

fact that larnin

B

dimer

weight greater than larnin

A

has an apparent molecular

(B)2

dimer

(A)2 ,

although the mono

mers are of reverse size.
These crosslinking experiments have shown that both
larnin

A

and lamin

oligomers.

B

are present

in the

envelope as homotypic

The products formed by each of the proteins on

oxidation of intrinsic
notably different.

sulfhydryl

groups,

however,

were

These differences could reflect the fact

that these proteins are separate gene products,

a conclusion

drawn from the lamin two-dimensional peptide maps.

The num

ber of polypeptides in each of the larnin oligomers,

however,

could not be determined from the above study.

This difficulty

has arisen in part because of the migration of the crosslinked
lamin proteins in SDS-polyacrylamide

gel electrophoresis.
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Fig. 18.
Schematic identification of erythrocyte oligo
meric proteins shown in F igure 17.
The conditions are
described in the legend to Figure 17.
Apparent dimers (A)
2
and higher olig omers (A)
are formed by lamin A (A).
Apparent
n
dimers (B)2 are only formed by lamin B (B).
Migration of

dimers is the reverse of the monomer migration.

-

v/(P.)n

�\A);�.

--

r
r-

J

�

(B),_

96
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This problem has been addressed by examination of crosslinked
fragments obtained from the lamin oligomers by mild tryptic
digestion.
Nature of Oligomeric Lamin Structure
A major drawback in the method of determining inter
polypeptide contacts in membranes by oxidation of intrinsic
sulfhydryl groups has been the uncertainty of determining
the molecular weight of the crosslinked products.

Migration

of the oxidized crosslinked. proteins in SDS-polyacrylamide
gel

electrophoresis has been the method used to determine

molecular weight.
uncertainty

This method is subject to considerable

(Griffith,

1972).

An example of

this problem

can be found in the study of the·nuclear envelope.

It has

proven difficult to determine the nQmber of polypeptides
which

occur in the homotypic oligomers formed by the proteins

in the pore complex-fibrous lamina fraction.
earlier investigations,

we had first identified lamin B a s. a

dimer in chicken erythrocyte
cochran,

1978).

(see fig.

Cobbs and Shelton

17

(1978}

tified lamin B as a dimer in HeLa cells.
Kasper

(1979)

lamin B .

Based on our

and Shelton and
had likewise idenHowever,

Lam and

identified a trimeric structure for rat liver

Based upon this observation,

Lam and Kasper

(1979}

proposed that the rat and chicken lamins were rather dissimilar.
Experiments have been conducted to resolve this discrepancy

in
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Evidence for the number of polypep

oligomeric structure.
tides

in the oligomers has been obtained by using a combina

tion of techniques.
The discrepancy in the migration of disulfide crosslinked
oligomers may have resulted from the use of different elec
trophoresis conditions

(Shelton et al.,

1982b).

In fact,

by

reversing the buffer systems used in the original studies of
lamin oligomers an association between migration and buffer
can be demonstrated.

Crosslinked oligomers

to electrophoresis in the buffer to be

are first subjected

tested and then disul

fi de bonds are reduced and lamins A and B identified by elec
trophoresis

in a second dimension

(fig.

19).

teins migrate to a position on a diagonal

line while proteins

which are oligomers in the first dimension

lamin A

yield spots below

Oligomeric lamin B of chicken erythrocytes

this diagonal.
appears

Monomeric pro

to comprise two forms migrating very near trimeric
(fig.

19a).

Although this result

contradicts the

previous size determined for the chicken erythrocyte lamin
oligomers

(Shelton and Cochran,

is Tris-glycine,
mer

1979).

Likewise,

obtained with protein presumably

trast,

the buffer system here

used to identify rat liver lamin

(Lam and Kasper,

19b),

1978),

B

B

as a tri

the same results are

crosslinked by air

although less crosslinked protein is
when rat liver lamins are examined

present.

(fig.
In con

with the phosphate
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Fig.

19.

Effect of electrophoresis buffer system on the

migration of lamin B oligomers.

The nuclear envelope frac

tions were prepared as described under
Methods".

"Materials and

Protein in the gels was stained with Coomassie

brilliant blue.

a,

crosslinked chicken erythrocyte nuclear

envelope protein (217 �g)

was separated in the first dimen

sion in 7% polyacrylamide gels,

crosslinks were broken by

exposure to 2-mercaptoethanol and electrophoresis performed
in the second dimension in a 5-2�/o gradient polyacrylamide
gel.

The discontinuous Tris-glycine buffer system was used

in both dimensions.

SDS was present in both dimensions in

this and all other gels.

The identification of lamin A

polymers is based on their relative migration.

The t etramer

(A4l is barely separated from material which did not enter
the first dimension.

b,

a

this sample

Two lamin B oligomers can be detected.

(188 Mg) was prepared like that presented in

except that no cupric sulfate and phenanthroline was added

to promote crosslinking.
lamina protein

(270 J.lg)

£• crosslinked rat liver nuclear

was separated in ·the first dimension

in the phosphate buffer system in 5% polyacrylamide gels.

After reductive cleavage the proteins were separated in the
second dimension as described

above.

In this

procedure oli

gomeric lamin B migrates slightly more slowly than dimeric

lamin A.

-100-

c
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buffer system in the first dimension
identify

chicken erythrocyte lamin

Cochran,

1978))

dimer

(fig.

lamin

19c).

B

B

"trimers"

as a dimer

oligomer migrates

The oligomers,

(Shelton and

very near lamin A

however,

expected for true dimers or trimers.
and

(previously used to

do not migrate as

In fact,

the

"dimers"

·
both migrate between expected locations for

true dimers and true trimers.
state of lamin

B

Therefore,

the oligomeric

could not be predicted by these experiments.

Evidence for the number of monomer chains in these oligomers
has been obtained from other experiments.
The lamin proteins were crosslinked by disulfide bond
formation in the

nuclear envelope fraction.

Following iso

lation of the pore complex-fibrous lamina fraction,
crosslinked proteins were digested in
with low levels of trypsin

(fig.

20).

2 M

the

urea in an ice bath

This limited trypsin

digestion of the disulfide-crosslinked lamins produced rel
atively

large cleavage fragments.

Digestion with trypsin

yielded new bands both above and below the lamin monomers.
Digestion of disulfide-bonded proteins permits analysis of
crosslinked fragments by two-dL�ensional electrophoresis.
Analysis of crosslinked,

trypsin-cleaved lamins by

dimensional electrophoresis is shown in fig.

21.

two

The elec

trophoretic conditions used in this experiment differed from
those of fig.

19a

in that electrophoresis in both dimensions
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Fig.

20.

Mild trypsin digestion of. crosslinked erythro

cyte lamina proteins.

Protein was

prepared and

described under

"Materials and Methods".

trypsin in each

digest is

cent of total protein).

digested as

The amount of

pres�nted under each lane

dots.

Molecular weight standards were ovalbumin,

dehyde

3-phosphate

myoglobin,

dehydrogenase,

cytochrome C,

(per

Lamins A and B are indicated

by

glyceral

soybean trypsin inhibitor,

and bovine liver trypsin inhibitor.

Electrophoresis was in the dis toncinuous

Tris-glycine buffer

system and protein was stained with coomassie brilliant blue.
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S

lamina
-
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I
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.
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Fig.

21.

Two-dimensional electrophoresis of erythrocyte

lamina proteins after mild trypsin digestion.

Separation

in both dimensions was performed with the discontinuous
Tris-glycine buffer system,
gels,

5-20% gradient polyacrylamide

and 5io acrylamide stacking gels.

The lamina protein

was prepared from chicken erythrocytes as described under
"Materials and Methods".

Disulfide bonds were reduced after

electrophoresis in the first dimension as described under
Figure

19.

2_, control,

ina proteins

(350 �g).

undigested chicken erythrocyte lam
Bl,

B2,

two types of lamin

fering slightly in molecular weight.

II,

III,

IV,

B

dif

oligorners

of lamin B.
b, lamina protein (375 pg) digested with 0.375
�g trypsin as described under Figure 20.
�· the line on
which monomers are located.
dirners,
30,

II·,

III,

IV,

lines on which

trimers and tetramers appear to fall.

proteins of these molecular weights

be located on these horizontal lines.
with Coomassie brilliant blue.

66,

62,

(in thousands)

46,
would

Proteins were stained

-105-

a

b
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was performed with the discontinuous Tris-glycine buffer
system in 5-200/o gradient polyacrylamide gels,

5% stacking

gels were used in each dimension and the SDS concentration
was increased from 0.1% to 0.4% in both dimensions.
effects of these nevi conditions on undigested
tein are presented in fig.

2la.

The

(control) pro

Protein migrating in the

stacking gels was poorly resolved and is not presented.
Lamin A dimer

(A2) migrated as expected but trimers and

larger oligomers
dimension gel.

(An ) were located at the top of the first

Several new features of oligomeric lamin B

were revealed by these conditions.

As indicated by the

designations Bl and B2, two lamin B types which differ
slightly .in molecular weight were separated
Identification of a La�in Subtype).

(see Results,

These two proteins,

which have been identified as types of lamin B by isoelectric
focusing and

125
1-tryptic peptide mapping,

found in chicken cells thus far
1981).

B2

(see belovl and Shelton et al.,

As demonstrated in fig. 2la,

of la�in Bl

have only been

the principal oligomer

(BliV) is very similar to tha·t formed by lamin

(here indicated as B2IV).

Because of the difficulty in

distinguishing lamin Bl and B2 by tryptic peptide mapping
and because they yield very similar disulfide crosslinked
oligomers,
tein.

it will be assumed they behave as a single pro

Another feature of this electrophoresis system is
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that three different oligomers of lamin B can be detected,
in contrast to the two oligomers apparent
These oligomers are designated as

19a.

B2IV and B2III,

ing to the two oligomers indicated as
B2II,

in fig.

B
in fig.
n

correspond
19a,

and as

an oligomer which has not been detected previously.
Examination of crosslinked lamina protein in this

electrophoresis system after mild trypsin digestion revealed
numerous peptides from crosslinked fragments
general,

oligomers,

(see fig.

15).

In

For heterotypic

two or more polypeptides are observed on a single

vertical line in the gel region below the
For homotypic oligomers,

spot will occur.

"monomer" diagonal

only a single polypeptide

Examination of the spots arising from

crosslinked proteins in fig.
arise

2lb).

two types of oligomers can be distinguished by two

dimensional electrophoresis

line.

(fig.

2lb indicates that many spots

from homotypic oligomers.

This pattern,

unexpected

for the trypsin digested material indicates that for each
digested oligomeric molecule,

each polypeptide chain is

digested to the same extent.
As shown in the schematic
etic system employed,

(fig.

16)

of the electrophor

a series of different homotypic oligo

mers of different molecular weights but having the same
number of polypeptide chains,

for instance dimers,

will yield

a series of spots along a line in analogy with the diagonal
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streak

of monomers.

There appear to be three such lines of

spots arising from oligomers in fig.
fied

as II

- IV

2lb.

(I indicates monomers).

ably arise from dimers
(IV) although other

(II),

trimers

possibilities

These lines presum-

(III),

exist

These are identi-

and tetramers

(see Discussion).

Most of the spots in fig. 2lb occur on one

or another of

these three lines.
The spots from crosslinked oligomers which fall on the
three diagonal lines also occur on a group of horizontal
lines.

These lines are identified

in fig.

2lb by two d igits

indicating the molecular weight in thousands of a protein
migrating

to that point in the second dimension.

a common horizontal line suggests the
peptides.

Location on

identity of the

.
This possibility was tested by preparing

poly-

125

I-

tryptic peptide maps of the protein in those spots forming
the horizontal lines.

The advantages and the limitations of

this method have been discussed previously
and will be reviewed in the Discussion.

(Luna et al.,

1979)

The principal dis-

advantages are that not all peptides will be labelled and
detected,
solve

and for large proteins it may be difficult to re-

all spots.

In relation to this last

tions arise because spots increase

point,

complica-

significantly in size

as

sensitivity is increased by longer exposure times and because
there can be a wide
labelled.

range in the extent to

which spots are
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When the protein in the spots arising from crosslinked
125
.
fragments was subJected to
I-tryptic peptide mapping,

the

results indicated that spots along each horizontal line contained only one protein.

Autoradiograms for the 46,000- and

30,000-dalton proteins are presented in fig.

22.

within each

molecular weight class the maps for the three spots are
virtually iden·tical.

It should

be noted,

however, that these

maps cannot prove complete identity because some peptides may
not be labelled and some labelled peptides may not be resolved.
Close inspection of the proteins identified as 46IV,
46III, and 46II each includes two barely separated polypeptides

(see fig.

2lb).

These polypeptides have been separately

mapped but these maps were not distinguishable, perhaps for
the

reasons discussed above.

It is not kno�n whether these

closely related proteins, which differ slightly in molecula r
weight,

reflect differences in larnin Bl and lamin B2

(it will

be seen that the 46,000-dalton protein is a cleavage product
of larnin B), or whether they reflect two alternative tryptic
cleavage sites that are relatively close together.
be noted, however, that each oligomer
tained

both types.

Thus,

although the

It should

(II, III, and IV)

con-

125
I-tryptic maps do

not prove that the proteins in each oligomer were identical,
the

evidence of the maps plus the common molecular weights
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Fig.

22.

from gels

125

I-labelled tryptic peptides.

as described under "Materials
detected by autoradiography.
tent.

Polypeptides

such as those presented in Figure 2lb were
and Methods".

"mapped"

Peptides were

"Panels are labelled by con

-111-

•

•

•

•

461Sl

30N

•

•

461[

30ill

•

46[

30TI
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provide a strong indication that two closely related approximately 46,000-dalton proteins each occurs in three oligomeric
forms.

As with the 46,000-dalton spots,

the spot at

been resolved into two spots of molecular weight
27,000.

30,000 and

_Again these spots were not distinguishable by

tryptic mapping.
occurred

30II has

However,

only the

in three oligomeric forms

125

I-

30,000-dalton protein
(results

not shown).

The protein in spots labelled 66IV, 66III, and 66II,
and 62 IV, 62 III,
t'd
1 e mapp1ng.

was sub.
Jected t o

Compar1son o f the

0

from

and 621 I
0

125

0

r-trypt1c pep-

125
'
I-trypt 1c maps prepared

these proteins revealed no characteristic differences.

Representative maps are presented in fig.
of the map obtained from the trace of

23.

The quality

material at 66II was

poor, but characteristic features were apparent.
the molecular weight data as well

Therefore,

as the peptide maps

both

indicate that the 66,000- and the 62,000-dalton proteins
each occurs

in three

oligomeric forms.

In

proteins are closely related in sequence.

addition, the two
The 62,000-dalton

protein appears to be a tryptic cleavage product of the
66,000-dalton protein.

The missing 4,000-dalton fragment or

fragments were not detected in the

125
r-tryptic peptide maps

either because they were not labelled or because they co
migrated with

125
r-labelled peptides retained in the 62,000-

dalton protein.
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F�g.
·

23 .

125

r-labelled t rypt�c pept"d
� es

66II and lamin B.

o f 62IV, 66III,
_
The conditions are described�the

legend to Figure 22.
B was

·

__
__

Panels are labelled by content.

Lamin

purified by isoelectric ·point and molecular weight.
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•

•
•
•
•

62N

•

661I

•

8
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Further information could be gained from the peptide
maps of the cleaved, crosslinked spots.

A

25
the 1
I- t ryp t•
1c maps .1nd1cates

1on of
t.

.

product relationships.

The

closer examina-

other

precursor-

46,000-dalton protein appears

give rise to the 30,000-dalton protein.

In fig.

24,

to

the

25
principal 1
I-labelled peptides of 30IV are indicated.
Regions of the 46III maps which could give rise to the 30IV
125I-peptide spots are also circled.

To help eliminate

ambiguities in interpreting these peptide maps, contoured
density maps of the 30IV and 46III peptide maps were constructed

(results not shown).

These maps permit a more re-

fined comparison of the labelled peptides in each map.

The

contoured maps \"ere generated

with the aid of Dr.

Keefe, associate professor of

biophysics and microbiology,

the Medical College of Virginia.

William E.

The densities of the pep-

tide maps were determined on a rotating drum scanner.
densities

were then divided into thirty-two steps and color-

coded by computer.

Many heavily labelled peptides were

·apparently lost with the

16, 000-dalton

fragment or

removed when the 30,000-dalton protein was formed
24).

These

fragments
(see fig.

In addition the 46,000-dalton protein appears to be a

tryptic fragment of the 66,000-

or 62,000-dalton proteins

25
(compare the 1
I-tryptic peptide maps of fig.
of fig.

23).

22 with those

Thus, the 30,000-, 46,000- and 62,000-dalton
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Fig.

24.

comparison 9f

peptides obtai ned
have been

circled

labelled spots in

common

from 46III and

�_25.r-labelled

30IV.

i� enlarged-prints

Common

from Figure 22.

30IV which are not circled

extensively labelled material

tryptic
peptides

in 46III.

l25r

comigrate with

White circles,

distinct spots are visible at these locations in less ex
posed autoradiograrns.

-117-
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proteins are all derived from the 66,000-dalton protein.

The

.
12 5I- t rypt �c
. d e maps are al so cons�stent w�th
.
pept �
the smaller
.
proteins containing only sequences retained in each larger
protein.
The lamin B oligomers indicated as Bn occur as the 66IV
and the 66III proteins.

In order to confirm this identifi-

cation a sample of digested lamina protein was reduced and
examined by two-dimensional electrophoresis.

This analytical

system separated the proteins by isoelectric focusing and
molecular weight.

Some undigested lamin B was found as well

as a cleavage product of slightly lower molecular weight with
a very similar pi
and 62III

(fig.

(results not shown).

2lb)

The proteins at 62IV

which are analogous, in relative amount

and separation, to the spots at 66IV and 66III reflect the
slightly smaller lamin B fragment.
map of lamin B,

The 125I-tryptic peptide

purified by isoelectric point and molecular

weight, also indicated that the 66,000-dalton protein was
lamin B

(fig.

23).

Identification of a Lamin Subtype
It has been found that some cells may have different
numbers of lamin proteins and/or slightly different proteins
from the lamin triplet found in rat liver

(see Introduction).

These findings have resulted from using more refined analytical techniques to examine the component proteins of the
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pore complex-fibrous lamina fraction.

Two such refinements

are two-dimensional gradient polyacrylamide gel electrophor
esis and two-dimensional tryptic peptide mapping of proteins
purified by the gel electrophoretic technique.
There is a small but distinct qualitative difference
when the pore complex-fibrous l��ina fraction from rat liver
and chick erythrocyte was mixed prior to electrophoretic
analysis by isoelectric focusing and gradient gel electro
phoresis

(Shelton et al.,

1981;

fig.

25).

Ninor chicken

protein migrating to the position of rat liver lamin B has
been identified

(Shelton et al.,

1981).

This observation

suggested that this protein might be a subtype of the chicken
erythrocyte lamin B pro·tein.
This possibility was tested by preparing
peptide maps.

12 5

r-tryptic

The peptide maps for the two lamin B proteins

are presented in fig.

26.

within the limitations of inter

preting these maps for large proteins it can be seen that the
peptide maps are v·ery similar.
spots

appear to be common.

Indeed,

most well separated

The large central regions con

tained numerous spots that could be discerned by eye in the
original autoradiograms and these also appeared to be common.
Two apparently unique minor spots are indicated in fig.
Therefore,

26.

the two. chicken proteins are homologous over much

of their sequences.

The larger

more acidic chicken lamin
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Fig.

25.

Two-dimensional separation of rat and chicken

nuclear lamins by isoelectric point and molecular weight.

The nuclear lamina fractions were prepared as described un

der

"Materials and Methods" .

. Horizontal separation was

obtained by isoelectric focusing

(pH 3 to

10,

Pharmalytes)

while vertical separation was achieved by sodium dodecyl

su.lfate electrophoresis in a 5 to 200/o polyacrylamide ex
ponential gradient gel.

a,

rat nuclear lamins A,

A mount of protein focused-was 75 �g.
lamins.

lamin B2.

£,

Upper line indicates la�in Bl,

lower line indicates

Amount of protein focused was 40 pg.

chicken nuclear lamin mixture.

B2.

£•

rat and

A.�ounts of protein focused

was identical to the a�ounts focused in a and b.
indicates rat la111in B,

B and c.

chicken nuclear

Upper line

lower line indicates chicken lamin
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-

Fig.
mins.

26.

125

122

-

r-labelled tryptic peptides of chicken la

Purified lamins from gels

Figure 27

were

such as those presented in

mapped as described in

"Materials and Methods"

Samples were spotted in the lower left corners.
raphy

(C)

and electrophoresis

directions indicated.

�·

(E)

lamin B2.

diographic spots unique to lamin
lines.

Chromatog

were performed in

£,

lamin Bl.

the
Autora

Bl are indicated by solid

-123-

a

b
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has been designated lamin Bl while the most abundant chicken
lamin has been designated lamin B2.
An indication of the topography of lamin Bl was obtained
in an earlier result by covalently crosslinking contiguous
proteins before dissolving them
solution

(see fig.

2la).

in sodium dodecyl sulfate

Lamin B2 has been shown to have a

highly characteristic yield of crosslinked products under
crosslinking by disulfide bond formation

these conditions.

in the nuclear envelope converts lamin B2 almost entirely
into two homotypic oligomers with most of the protein occur
ring in the larger oligomer

(see fig.

17).

The crosslinked products of lamin Bl were characterized
in a high resolution two-dimensional electrophoresis system
(fig.

27}.

Electrophoresis in both dimensions employed a.

discontinuous Tris-glycine buffer and a gradient polyacryla
mide gel.

Crosslinked lamina proteins were separated in the

first dimension and the constituent proteins of the cross
linked product were identified,
reduction,

after 2-mercaptoethanol

by electrophoresis into a second dimension.

Lamin

Bl yielded a crosslinked product nearly identical with the
principal B2 product and quite different from the lamin A
products.

In fig.

27 there is a very slight displacement of

Bl to the left suggesting that the Bl oligomer might
homotypic

(i.e.,

not a mixture of Bl and B2).

be

Together

-12 5-

Fig.

27.

TWo-dimensional separation of crosslinked

chicken erythrocyte nuclear lamina proteins.
of the lamina fraction was prepared as
"Materials and Methods".

Preparation

described under

Separation in both dimensions

was performed with the discontinuous Tris-glycine buffer
system and with

5-20% gradient polyacrylamide gels.

Disul

find crosslinks were broken by exposure to 2-mercapto'ethanol
for one hr after electrophoresis in the first dimension.
Removal of 2-mercaptoethanol before electrophoresis in the
second dimension \vas achieved with cold acetone washes.
Oxidized protein was electrophoresed in the first dimen
sion

(ox).

Following reduction the proteins were

phoresed in a second dimension

A

(re).

electro

The position of lamin

and lamin B and their respective oligomers are indicated.

Lamin Bl

(1)

monomer line.

and lamin B2

(2)

are marked by arrows.

Amount of protein electrophoresed was

(m)

188 pg.
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ox .

re

-127-

these

results confirm that lamins Bl and B2

are similarly disposed in the nuclear
that

they occur in separate oligomers.

are subtypes and

e nvelope but suggest

-128-

DISCUSSION

Morphologically the nuclear periphery is a complex area
of the eukaryotic cell.

A double membrane system, nuclear

pore complex structures and chromatin composed of nucleic
acid and protein all exist in close proximity.

Recently,

attention has been focused on the structural components of
the

nuclear

periphery.

This attention has led to a more

detailed concept of this area of the cell.

A fibrous

lamina

has been described which appears to be located between the
inner nuclear membrane and the

peripheral chromatin.

cell

fractionation studies yield the fibrous lamina as a residual
proteinaceous substructure of the nucleus.

A central

ob

servation about these insolubl·e structures is the predomi
nance of three proteins in the
range.
and C

60,000- to 80,000-dalton

These proteins have recently been named lamins A,
(Gerace and Blobel,

1980).

B,

Much attention has been

focused on the protein components of these residual nuclear
structures and in particular the lamin proteins.
The methods used in the isolation of the pore complex
fibrous lamina set limits to the procedures available to
examine individual proteins

in the fraction.

One restriction

is that the proteins coisolate in a fraction that has been
exposed to relatively harsh conditions including

incubation
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in solutions containing DNase,
strength

large changes in ionic

and exposure to nonionic detergent.

Additionally,

the proteins have relatively similar and large molecular
weights.

The difference between the molecular weights

ranges between 2,000- to 7,000-daltons depending on elec
trophoresis conditions.

This represents approximately 5-10%

of the molecular weight of an individual protein.

An ad

ditional restriction to characterizing these proteins
their insolubility in

Triton X-100.

is

Insolubility in non

ionic detergent is a characteristic feature of the isolation
method,
study

yet this property imposes great restrictions in the

of the lamina fraction.

Analysis of these proteins

has been effected only after solubilization in SDS, 2-mer
°
captoethanol by brief exposure to 100 c, conditions which
have allowed_ analysis of this fraction by various SDS

elec

trophoretic techniques.
Refinements in some analytical techniques have overcome
certain restrictions imposed by the isolation method re
quired for the lamina proteins.

Two such refinements have

been an analytical two-dimensional gel electrophoretic sys
tem, which purifies proteins on the basis of isoelectric
point and molecular weight, and a two-dimensional peptide
mapping procedure for proteins purified by gel electrophor
esis.

These two procedures as well as several others have

-

130
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been exploited in characterizing the proteins in the lamina
fraction in this thesis.
Two approaches can be taken in the study of the pro
teins in this residual nuclear envelope fraction.
approach is to characterize
isolated

One

the proteins after they are

in the lamina fraction.

Alternatively,

another

approach is to subject the proteins to various treatments
.,.,bile
of

in the nuclear envelope

such treatments

fibrous

lamina

after isolation of the pore

fraction.

and disadvantages.

and then analyze the

results

complex

Both approaches have advantages

Analysis of the proteins after their

isolation is suitable for chemical characterizations.

The

disadvantage is that the proteins have already been sub
jected to rigorous isolation conditions and represent an
insoluble

residual fraction,

features is compromised.

thus characterization of native

On the other hand,

probes of the

proteins in the nuclear envelope allow the assessment of
native features,
The disadvantages

especially macromolecular

interactions.

are that perhaps not all relationships

that exist can be determined and the probes must survive
isolation of the pore complex-fibrous lamina fraction.
Furthermore,

probes may reflect interactions which may not

always exist in vivo.

These problems are even more pronounced

since the nuclear periphery is a structurally complex area of
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the cell

(inner and outer nuclear envelope,

complex structures,

nuclear pore

fibrous lamina and chromatin)

and the

proteins are closely associated with a membrane system
where,

in addition to protein-protein interactions,

protein-

lipid interactions are a major consideration.
Identification of Lamin Subtypes
Although Aaronson and Blobel

{1975)

originally described

three predominant proteins in the lamina fraction,

further

chemical analysis has revealed that there are two lamin
Lamins A and c form one

types and each type has a subtype.
set of closely related subtypes.

They are nearly identical

by the criteria of ionic character,

have a qualitatively

.
. 1ar topography and yLe
. ld very sLmL
. . ar
sLmL
1
tide maps.

125

.
I-tryptLc
pep-

Lamins A and C would be more appropriately named

lamins Al and A2 in order to indicate their similarily
(Shelton et al.,

1982a).

Furthermore,

although lamin B was

originally thought to include a single type,

results pre-

sented above indicate there are two subtypes present in
avian tissues.
Two chicken proteins,

lamins Bl and B2 appear to be

homologous over much of their sequences.
.
LS

based upon t.eLr
h .

125

Thi s conclusion

I- t ryp t•
LC pept•d
L e maps.

the great majority of labelled peptides
sional maps appeared identical,

Although

in the two-dimen-

two apparently unique minor
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These findings were consistent with

spots were discovered.

the results obtained by oxidizing the intrinsic sulfhydryl
groups and analyzing the products on two-dimensional gradi
ent polyacrylamide gels.

The oxidative crosslinking results

indicate that the oligomers formed by lamin Bl were homo
geneous and nearly
oligomers.

identical to the lamin B2 crosslinked

These lamin B crosslinked products are in con

trast to the oligomeric products formed by lamin A.

Thus,

the topography in the nuclear envelope of lamin Bl is very
similar to lamin B2 and very different from lamin A or C;
however,

the lamin B proteins do occur as different oligo-

mers.
The significance of the slight difference in molecular
weight of the oxidized products and the unique
of lamin

Bl and B2

is unknown.

role in the nuclear envelope,

125
r-peptides

If lamin Bl has a unique
its function is not yet ap

Further evidence has ruled out some possibilities.

parent.

The mature avian erythrocyte is long-lived but

lacks

components for continually synthesizing and degrading pro
tein.

Thus,

lamin Bl or B2 may have formed as a consequence

of aging and has no physiological role.

Alternatively,

the

presence of two lamin B subtypes might be functionally re
lated to the pycnotic,
nucleus.

inactive condition of

the erythrocyte

This possibility was resolved by re-examination of
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preparations of lamins from
erythrocytes
Both

(Shelton

embryonic chicken liver and

et al.,

lamin subtypes were found

thus neither appears

l980a)

for the

in both

presence

tissues

(fig.

to be a product of aging.

their presence does not appear

of

Bl.

28),

Further,

to reflect different levels

of nuclear activity because the erythrocyte and the embry
onic liver cell would have quite different activities.
present
types

evidence clearly indicates that the two lamin

The
B sub

are characteristic of avian tissue and do not corre

late with aging or nuclear activity.

It is possible that

as more cells are examined other variations in lamin comple
ment will be discovered.
One explanation for lamin subtypes is that proteolytic
degradation
explanation,
tein

occurred during isolation.
however,

This is an unlikely

for several reasons.

A

similar pro

profile for the chicken erythrocyte nuclear envelope

fraction has been obtained independently
A different

(Jackson,

1976) .

isolation procedure was used and two proteolytic

inhibitors were included,
tetrathionate.

phenylmethylsulfonyl fluoride and

In our laboratory,

the protein

profile for

the nuclear envelope fraction is unaltered when

phenylmethyl

sulfonyl fluoride is included in the isolation mediQ�
sults not
are not

shown).

Other evidence that the lamin

products of proteolytic degradation

(re

subtypes

comes from re-
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Fig.

28.

Identification of lamins Bl and B2 in embryonic

chicken erythrocyte and liver nuclear frac·tions.

Isolation

of fractions are described in "Materials and Methods".
Electrophoretic conditions are described in the legend
Figure 25.

Lamin A

is

indica�ed in each

panel

a,

chicken embryo erythrocyte nuclear lamina fraction.

�f

protein focused was 200 pg.

clear lamina fraction.

Amount

Upper arrows indicate lamin Bl,

B2.

E•

Amoun1

chicken embryo liver

of protein

focused was

lower arrows indicate

Portions of the electropherograms not

are omitted.

to

for reference.
nu

109 pg.
lamin

containing lamins
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sults of in vitro oxidation experiments in the nuclear enve
lope fraction

(see Results) .

Isoelectric focusing and gradient two-dimensional gel
electrophoretic analysis permits a comparison of the ionic
properties of the proteins examined.

Comparison of the

lamin subtypes A and C reveal strikingly similar ionic dis
tributions

(Shelton and Egle,

Krohne et al.,

1981).

1979;

Shelton et al.,

1980a;

Lamins A and C both exist as a series

of isoelectric variants and both share similar pH range dis
tributions

(see Introduction).

These similar ionic proper

ties suggest homologous proteins.

Indeed,

it appears that

la�in C could be a cleavage product of lamin A.

This pro

posal of a precursor-product relationship is strengthened
by the two-dimensional tryptic peptide maps of lamins A and
C from both rat liver and chicken erythrocyte as \vell as
rat kidney.

The unique lamin A peptides probably arise from

the sequence of the larger lamin A which

is not present in

lamin c.
Additional evidence that lamin C is formed from lamin A
comes from in vitro experiments
al.,

1980a).

(Shelton,

In these experiments,

subjected to mild acid treatments.

1978;

Shelton et

the protein fraction was
This treatment resulted

in a significant decrease in lamin A,

a transient increase

in lamin C and an increase in another polypeptide

(P61) of
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lower

molecular weight.
Thus the extreme similarities in

lamins A and C,

the

in

vitro formation

their similar oxidation products

A,
and

ionic
of

properties of

la�in c

from lamin

(Cobbs and Shelton,

1978)

.
125
the�r
I-trypt.
�c pept�de maps strongly suggest that
.

lamin A and lamin C constitute a precursor-product relationship.
It

is clear that lamin C

the avian nuclear

Compared with rat liver homogenates and

envelope.
cells,

exists in

however,

cyte is reduced.

the amount of la�in C
Furthermore,

vitro from lamin A in the
significance

in the avian erythro-

lamin C can

erythrocyte

be

generated in

(Shelton,

of these findings is not known.

planation is that the

HeLa

lamin complement found

The

1978).

A likely

ex-

is related to

the function of the particular cell examined.

Thus,

the

inactive erythrocyte nucleus is expected to have a structurally

less complex nuclear

rat liver nuclear periphery.
type

the

discovered.

reflect a more general phenomenon.

. Modification
other

These

re-

It is possible

fibrous la�ina is a protein structure formed as a

result of two separate gene products,

of

HeLa or

It is interesting that a sub-

of each lamin protein has been

sults may
that

periphery than say the

lamin A and

of each product would result

related proteins.

This lvould

lamin B .

in the formation

explain the

similarities
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between the lamin subtypes,
tionally,

A and C and

Bl and

the in vitro results found by Shelton

lamins A and C in the avian erythrocyte may

These explanations would account

Addi

(1978)

for

be a reflection

of a process which occurs with more frequency
types.

B2.

for

in other cell
related pro

teins found in a particular cell and for the variation in
lamin complement found in different cell

types.

compari son of Lamina Proteins by Enzymic

Cleavage

Similarities

between predominant proteins in the lamina

fraction are emphasized by their coisolation in a nonionic
detergent

-- insoluble fraction and their migration in SDS

polyacrylamide gels,

in a narrow molecular

contrast with these similarities,

however,

weight range.

In

the proteins are

arranged differently in the nuclear envelope as determined
by the oligomeric
sulfhydryl groups

products formed by oxidation of intrinsic
(see Results and Shelton and Cochran,

Limited proteolysis in SDS with three
suggests that lamins A and
quence homology.

1978) .

different proteases

B and P61 share

regions of se

With each enzyme some common molecular

weight products were obtained among the more prominent pro
ducts.

some differences were also revealed,

among the higher molecular weight products

particularly

of chymotrypsin

and staphlycoccus aureus protease digestions.
An interpretation for these product differences

is that
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Alterna

they arise from the absence of sequence homology.
tively,

since the original proteins differ in molecular

weight,

the products of minimal digestion are likely to

reflect these differences.

The similarities in the peptides

obtained with three different proteolytic enzymes
a specific cleavage site),
that

P75

(lamin A),

P71

however,

(lamin

B),

(each

with

raise the possibility
and P61 share some common

These results are consistent w ith the proteins

sequences.

containing both common and unique sequences.

Support for

125
this conclusion has been obtained using
r-tryptic peptide
maps.

A 46,000-dalton fragment has been obtained by mild

proteolytic digestion which is common to both P75
and P71

(lamin

B)

(lamin A)

(results not shown).

One-dimensional peptide mapping analysis of the products
obtained after proteolytic digestion in these studies has
limitations.

First,

products are analyzed on one-dimension

al polyacrylamide gels.

A large cleavage product could

obscure other products of similar but slightly different
molecular weight.

Thus a given Coomassie blue-stained band

may contain more than one co-migrating polypeptide.
tionally,

two products which appear to be

relatively similar

in molecular weight could differ in other properties
as ionic character.

Such differences also would not

detected in these studies.

Addi

such
be

A further problem in this study
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is

that the proteolytic products and the enzyme itself are

both detected by staining with Coomassie blue.
enzyme bands are detected on the control gels,
with substrate could affect products.

Although no
incubation

This could be one

explanation for the variation in migration distance of

lower

molecular weight products observed with chymotrypsin digestions.
as

P71

For

insta�ce,

(lamin

B)

the inte rnal control,

as well

low molecular weight products always mi-

grated slightly slower than similar P75

A

insulin,

(lamin A)

products.

refinement in an analytical biochemical technique allowed

these problems to be overcome.

These studies are discussed

below.
TWo-dimensional

T25

I-TryptLc Peptide Mapping
..

.

.

· .

TWo-dimensional tryptic peptide analysis has been used
to characterize the larnin proteins.

This method is used to

assess protein primary structure and is a recently established method for determining precursor-product relationships
al.,

(Cleveland et al.,
1979).

1977;

Elder et al.,

1977;

Luna et

Since many pertinent results in this thesis

based upon conclusions derived

are

from peptide mapping studies,

a review of the advantages and disadvantages of this method
is warranted.
1 25

r-tryptic peptide mapping analysis

(Elder et al.,

1977) permits the specific chemical identification of indi-
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vidual

proteins.

Several aspects

of this mapping procedure

should be considered when interpreting results

1979) .

F1rst,
.

on1y pept'd
1 es that

.

are labelled w1th

the presence of chloramine-T are visualized.
that

(Luna et al.,

histidine and phenylalanine.

sites of protein iodination,

I in

Amino acids

can be radioiodinated include tyrosine and,

extent,
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to a lesser

In an analysis of the

Krohn et al.

(1977)

found
that

(after proteolytic degradation of the labelled protein)
chloramine-T iodination yielded predominantly

3-iodotyrosine

but t.hat the product spectrum varied with the chloramine-T:
protein ratio.

Thus,

not all peptides may

be labelled and

variations may exist in those peptides which are labelled.
Therefore,

two proteins being compared could have co�mon

tryptic peptides which are not detected.

Second,

the rela-

tive intensities of individual spots on two-dimensional maps
of the same protein vary slightly with each iodination.
However,

the position of particular spots on the maps,

tive to the other spots,

are usually reproducible.

tions do exist in the relative
from one sample to· the next.

rela-

varia-

locations of one or two spots

Lastly,

dimensional maps often appear smeared.

areas on the twosome smears are

caused by labelled contaminants associated with the acrylamide ge 1 slice.

o·ther smears presumably represent a large

number of unresolved tryptic peptides.

This particular
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problem,
x-ray

however,

can be minimized by

varying the time the

film is exposed to the thin-layer plate and also by

running mixtures of the digests
ering these aspects,

from

two

proteins.

two-dimensional tryptic

Consid

peptide analy

sis cannot be used to assess the absolute degree of homology
between proteins.

However,

this technique is excellent for

discerning whether the trace amounts of protein purified by
analytical gel electrophoresis are largely

different or

largely similar.
The two-dimensional peptide mapping procedure differs
in several important aspects from the one-dimensional
nique

(Cleveland et al.,

1977)

used above.

tech

The proteolytic

fragments obtained in the one-dimensional procedure are
visualized by coomassie brilliant blue
by autoradiography,

thus

staining instead

visualization is

of

not limited to

peptides containing only certain amino acids.

However,

less

resolution is obtained with a one-dimensional separation and
finally,

more protein in each product

visualization with Coomassie blue.

is needed for good

Thus,

is more difficult for relatively minor
fore,

peptide analysis

polypeptides.

the two-dimensional peptide mapping procedure has obvi

ous advantages over the one-dimensional technique.
is

There

Digestion

affected without extraction of the protein to be tested.

Resolution of peptides is achieved on the basis of two para-
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meters,

movement in an electrical field and migration on

thin layer plates.

And lastly,

by autoradiography of the
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visualization

is achieved

r-labelled peptides rather

than staining of the products with dye.
The one-dimensional peptide analysis of P75
P71

(lamin

related.

B),

(lamin A),

and P61 does suggest.that these proteins are

This suggestion is supported by immunological

studies of three rat liver nuclear pore complex-fibrous
lamina proteins which have been shown to cross-react \vith
one another

(Krohne et al.,

Furthermore,

there

l978b;

Gerace et al.,

1978).

appear to be more than three related

proteins in these nuclear fractions.

P68

(lamin c,

see

Introduction) is a pro·tein found in small amounts in chicken
preparations

(Shelton,

1978;

Shelton et al.,

is a major protein in a similar
HeLa cells
also

fraction from rat liver and
1978).

Shelton

(1978) has

shown that its mild acid sensitivity is similar to that

of P75
mer,

(Cobbs and Shelton,

1980a) but it

(lamin A) and it yields

the same proportions of mono

dimer and higher polymers as

P75

(lamin A) when the

proteins are crosslinked in the HeLa nuclear envelope
and Shelton,

(Cobbs

1978).

TWo�dimensional peptide mapping revealed that larnins A
and

B

are different proteins.

Furthermore,

the two-dimen

sional peptide map of lamin C is strikingly similar to that
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of

lamin A.

Differences in the two-dimensional peptide maps

of lamin A and lamin B correlate with the results obtained
by

isoelectric focusing two-dimensional gel electrophoresis.

La�ins A and B had different isoelectric points and each had
distinctive distributions

(see

Introduction).

Similarly,

the oxidative pattern of each protein was different as judged
by two-dimensional gel electrophoresis.

It is not known why

antibodies to la�in A and lamin B cross-react when their twodimensional peptide maps demonstrate they

are unique proteins,

unless this reflects a problem in cross-contamination which
occurs in preparative procedures.

Likewise,

it is difficult

to explain their similar one-dimensional peptide maps.

The

simplest explanation for this disparity in findings is that
the results observed depends on what aspect of the lamin
molecule is being examined.
ment

For exa�ple,

of the protein molecules,

peptide mapping procedure,
structure

of the protein

extensive treat-

such as the t\.,ro-dimensional

examines more of the primary

and hence differences are reflected.

Protein crosslinking by Oxidation of

Intrinsic Sulfhydryl

Groups
Details of lamina structure can be examined by crosslinking procedures which stabilize protein relationships
while in the nuclear envelope.

Analysis of these relation-

ships are made after isolation of the pore complex-fibrous
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lamina fraction.

It is likely that the chemical properties

of the lamins are reflected in the structural relationships
which these proteins form in the nuclear envelope.
Because isolation of the pore complex-fibrous lamina in
an insoluble fraction has set limits to the available methods
used to characterize the molecular contacts in the nuclear
envelope,

an approach where crosslinking probes are

introduced

before the lamins are dissolved and thereafter denatured for
analysis is particularly attractive.

The results obtained

indicate that the disulfide crosslinked larnin oligomers re
flect native interactions.

First,

although lamins

A and B

are both abundant in the nuclear envelope and each reacts ex
tensively under brief,

mild reaction conditions to form spe

cific homotypic oligomers,

a

v"ariety

of heterotypic oligomers

is not obtained as would be expected from randomly aggregated
molecules.

second,

the same products are obtained in low

yield by air oxidation as are obtained in high yield when di
sulfide-bond formation is promoted by treatment with cupric
sulfate,

o-phenanthroline.

Third,

the same

products are ob

tained from rat liver homogenate and from chicken erythrocyte
lamins.

Thus,

lamins

A and B each have a highly restricted

topography in the envelope,

a finding consisten·t with their

relative insolubility and with earlier results obtained with
bifunctional crosslinking agents

(Cochran and Shelton,

1976).
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Nuclear envelope structure was investigated by intro
ducing probes for reactive groups into proteins at the stage
of nuclear envelope isolation

( see

Materials and Methods).

One such probe was the sulfhydryl agent N-ethylmaleimide.
Nuclei,

after isolation from erythrocytes,

were treated with

N-ethylma i eimide and the nuclear envelope proteins isolated
and examined on cylindrical gels.
carried out,
ethanol.

When this procedure was

no proteins could be reduced with mercapto

This suggested that during isolation some proteins

had undergone oxidative crosslinking.

This phenomenon could

be prevented by treating the freshly isolated nuclei with
N-ethylmaleimide.
The nature of
treatments.

First,

mercaptoethanol;
third,

the bond involved was confirmed
the proteins could be

second,

by several

reduced with

2-

the effect of N-ethylmaleimide and

a further treatment performed on the nuclear envelope

fraction.
course of

Oxidation appeared to be occurring during the
isolation,

thus,

oxidation reaction existed.

the possibility o f enhancing the
The nuclear envelope was treated

with a copper-phenanthroline mixture,
group oxidizing agent.

a specific sulfhydryl

The dramatic pol�nerization which

occurred and the ease with which the

oligomers could

be

cleaved to monomers made analysis by two-dimensional electro
phoresis

possible.
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TWo results of the two-dimensional electrophoresis
analysis
mers

were noteworthy.

One result was that the oligo

formed were homopolymers,

only one protein.

The other

i.e.,

each ol igomer contained

result was the

polymerization products of each protein.
dimers and higher polymers while lamin
appeared to be dimers.

B

difference in

Lamin A formed
only formed what

Curiously the lamin

B

dimer had a

higher molecular weight than the lamin A dimer,
of the monomer molecular weights.

the reverse

Several explanations could

exist for the observed anomalous migration of the dimers.
First,

the Stokes radius of one of the lamin dimers may be

altered in such a fashion as to significantly affect its
migration in the polyacrylamide gel.

Second,

the first dimension contain disulfide bonds.

the dimers in
Griffith

(1972)

has noted alterations in migration distances for disulfide
bonded proteins.

Third,

one of the lamin dimers might not

be a true dimer of its respective monomer.

These possibil

ities could not be distinguished in this experiment.
A further finding was

that lamin A and lamin

B

can

be

distinguished by the oligomeric products formed under oxi
dative conditions.

As the size of the oligomeric lamin A

products increase the yield of the oligomer decreases,
there

is more lamin A dimer than lamin A trimer or

oligomer.

Conversely,

the largest lamin

B

oligomer

i.e.,

higher
is
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obtained in the greatest yield,
largest lamin

i.e.,

there is more of the

B oligomer than there is of the smallest

oligomer formed by lamin

B.

An advantage to this method of

stabilizing interpolypeptide contacts is that the treatment
is performed when the proteins are in the nuclear envelope
fraction.

Treatment of the proteins at this stage should

reflect protein-protein interactions which may exist in the
Other interactions or associations might

nuclear envelope.
also occur,

however,

Thus,

cedures.

and not be revealed by oxidation pro

this method may not reveal all the inter

actions that these proteins are involved in.

In fact,

only

proteins with sulfhydryl groups specifically located close
to one another will
last point,

be affected.

As a consequence of this

the ease of stabilization and the yield of spe

cific products obtained by oxidation of the pore complex
fibrous

lamina proteins are noteworthy.

The results confirm

previous studies on the arrangement of the proteins in the
nuclear envelope

(Cochran and Shelton,

these proteins are arranged in
relation to one another.

1976)

and suggest that

a highly specific fashion in

Thus these experiments have re

vealed important details regarding nuclear envelope protein
structure.
Lamin B Oligomeric Structure
The number of oligomers formed by each lamin protein
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was determined by electrophoresis of crosslinked oligomers in
a high-resolution two-dimensional polyacrylamide

gel system.

The discovery of three oligomeric lamin B species and their
dependence of migration on electrophoretic conditions have
resolved earlier differences found in separate laboratories.
Additional evidence was obtained for three oligomeric lamin
B

species when the crosslinked oligomers were subjected to

controlled proteolysis.
Support for the number of monomers found in each oligomer
was obtained by analysis of crosslinked fragments from a mild
trypsin digestion of crosslinked lamina proteins on the same
high-resolution polyacrylamide gel system.

In these experi

ments a characteristic feature between lamin A and lamin B
was discovered.
B

A distinguishing feature of lamin A and lamin

is the degree of resistance of their crosslinked products to

tryptic digestion.
in this study,

Under the limited tryptic conditions used

crosslinked lamin A oligomers disappear and no

crosslinked fragments were recovered.

There is a prominent

46,000-dalton lamin A monomer fragment which has been identi
fied by peptide mapping

(results not shown).

Thus, lamin A

interpolypeptide disulfides must be released in fragments too
small to be detected in 5-20% gradient polyacrylamide gels.
Mild tryptic digestion of lamin B oligomers,
in many homotypic oligomeric fragments.

however, results
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Thus,
resistance
tion.

lamin A and lamin

B can be distinguished by the

of their crosslinked products to tryptic diges

No crosslinked lamin A fragments can be detected on

mild tryptic cleavage yet over half the molecule is found
to exist as a monomer fragment.

Therefore,

the sulfhydryl

groups of lamin A are confined to less than half the mole
cule and that section must be susceptible to degradation by
proteolysis.

In contrast,

can be detected.

many lamin B crosslinked fragments

This indicates that in the lamin

B molecule,

that section which contains reactive sulfhydryl groups,

must

be relatively resistant to degradation by proteolysis.

In

fact,

over half the lamin B molecule can be degraded and the

number of polymers do not appear to he affected.

Even more

striking is the observation that the la�in B crosslinked
fragments formed homotypic oligomers.

These results indi

cate that as the crosslinked lamin B oligomers are degraded,
each monomer in a lamin B oligomer
site in an all or none fashion.

is cleaved at the sa�e

Otherwise,

heterotypic

oli

gomers would be detected in the lamin B crosslinked fragments.
Another feature found in these experiments is that there
appear to be more possible interpolypeptide disulfide bonds
than are formed.

Furthermore,

some variation

exists

bonds which are formed in the la�in B oligomers.

in the

This vari

ation could explain why although there is considerably more
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66IV than 66III or 66!!,
30IV,

there is more

and more 46III than 46IV.

30II than

Greater

30III or

susceptibility to

proteolysis of the higher oligomers does not adequately
explain this shift in relative amount from higher oligomers
to lower oligomers as digestion occurs.

In fig.

2la,

there

is insufficient. 66II to yield the observed 30II seen in
fig.

2lb.

This increased dimer could be explained by a

variation in disulfide bond location

(fig.

29).

The number of polypeptide chains in the lamin
mers has been difficult to determine.
two forms of lamin B were detected.

B oligo

In earlier studies,
In one study the two

chicken erythrocyte oligomers migrated as expected for dimers
and they were judged to be two forms of dimer
cochran,

1978).

(Shelton and

The rat liver oligomers migrated as expected

for trimers and were assumed to be two forms of trimer
and Kasper,

1979).

The

(Lam

different results obtained for chick

en and rat liver proteins were attributed to inherent differ
ences in the protein

(Lam and Kasper,

the electrophoretic systems,
oligomers from
more,

hm.,ever,

1979).

Comparison of

indicates that the

the two species are very similar.

Further

the detection of three lamin B oligomers in the present

study suggests other possible models.
conformations of di�er,

These include three

three conformations of

trimer,

a
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Fig.
bonds.

29.

Variable location of

interpolypeptide

disulfide

This model depicts how both dimers and trimers

of

the 30,000-dalton protein could be produced from trimers of
the 46,000-dalton protein on the basis of variation in which
disulfide bonds were formed.
the same sequences
trypsin,

(stippled

In both 46,000-dalton trimers
portion)

would be removed by

but the upper model would yield a trimer while

lower model would yield a dimer.

the

-

30ill

153

-

46ill

Gs-s-D-s-s� .-- ��1s-s �
�H :s�s-s�

301I

-.

� Hs[}s-s�
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dimer and two conformations of trimer,

or a dimer,

trimer,

tetramer.
Most reduced and fully unfolded proteins migrate during
SDS-polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis at a
to molecular weight
however,

(Shapiro et al.,

rate proportional
Griffith

1967).

(1972),

has shown that the mobilities of disulfide cross

linked proteins are affected to varying degrees.

This effect

is probably dependent on the number and position of disulfide
crosslinks.

Additionally,

electrophoretic mobility of pro

teins in SDS-polyacrylamide gels is dependent on the amount
of SDS which binds to the protein.
binding to a protein molecule

A large

1975).

First,

in SDS

is expected to have at least

two effects on the electrophoretic mobility
Osborn,

decrease

(Weber and

the reduced net charge will lm.,er the

electrophoretic mobility.

Secondly,

however,

the reduced

binding will decrease the resistance to movement in the poly
acrylamide gel,

because of the fewer SDS molecules bound,

will thereby increase the mobility.

Certain proteins con

taining intramolecular disulfide links,
these bonds are left intact

(Griffith,

with its fully reduced equivalent;

and

bind less SDS when

1972)

.

Thus compared

the protein with

intact

disulfides could have a lower negative charge and be less
mobile during electrophoresis.

Conversely,

protein having a smaller Stokes radius

the unreduced

(presumably a result
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of a decrease in the SDS to protein ratio as well as the
presence of crosslinks )

should offer less frictional resis

tance and be more mobile during electrophoresis through the
small pores of polyacrylamide gels.
several crosslinks

within

Thus,

a protein may

the presence of

substantially affect

its mobility to an extent dependent on the protein and the
number of crosslinks present.
A dependence of migration on the electrophoretic con
ditions used has been demonstrated for oligomeric lamin B.
Thus,

molecular weight estimates based on SDS-polyacrylamide

gel electrophoresis are not sufficient to determine the num
ber of chains in the lamin

B oligomers.

Apparently the

binding of SDS on the conformation of the

lamin B oligomer

SDS complexes varies sufficiently under the different con
ditions to affect their migration.
Likely models for the lamin B oligomers

include the

dimer-two trimers and the dimer-trimer-tetramer model.
models

are preferred over the three dimer,

These

three trimer models

because the former models minL�ize the number of conformations
to be stabilized.

Because of the variation in molecular

weight obtained with crosslinked proteins and the crosslinked
fragments obtained from lamin B,
model is most appealing.

the dimer-trimer-tetramer

The 62,000-,

dalton fragments were each

46,000- and

30,000-

obtained as three oligomers.

The
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dimer-two

trimer model would require covalent maintenance o f

three chains and two conformations after removal o f more than
half of each chain.

In contrast,

the dimer-trimer-tetramer

model would require bonds between four chains but would not
require maintenance of two electrophoretically separable
conformations in the various cleaved molecules.
data support a tetramer model for lamin

B

Thus,

the

in the nuclear

envelope.
Location of Lamina Proteins
There exists considerable controversy
location of the lamins in the nucleus.

as to the precise

structures closely

associated at the nuclear periphery include membranes,
peripheral chromatin and nuclear pore complexes.

All these

structures could contribute components to the isolated nu
clear

envelope fraction.

The lamins

could

therefore be

predominant proteins in these structures or in structures
which have been recently described,
the nuclear matrix.

the fibrous lamina and

A review of some pertinent research in

this area reflects arguments for and against particular
localizations
et al.,

(for a more comprehensive review,

see Shelton

1982a) .

Immunochemical results have provided the most direct
evidence for the exclusive localization of the lamins.

These

results place the lamins in·a thin zone at the periphery of
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the nucleus,

either in the perinuclear chromatin or between

this layer and the inner nuclear membrane.
ments,

no staining was reported either in the nuclear pores

or in the nuclear interior.
data,

In these experi-

however,

Interpretation

of immunological

has been subject to. criticism.

It has been

argued that lamins in other regions of the nucleus might
have inaccessible antigenic sites.
the lamins are immunologically

Additionally,

crossreactive,

because

a particular

lamin could be located exclusively in an inaccessible
however,

a second lamin could give a false

site;

positive reaction

at the periphery.
Evidence that lamins A and B are major components of the
lamina fraction rather than of nuclear pores
from

another source

1981) .

(Shelton et al.,

1980a;

has been

obtained

Shelton et al.,

The nuclear envelope of the mature avian erythrocyte

contains very few pores or pore-like structures.

However,

lamins A and B are the most abundant proteins in this nuclear
envelope fraction.

Comparison of the avian erythrocyte with

rat liver has heightened the impression that the lamins are
concentrated in the

"lamina".

Although rat

four fold richer in nuclear pores

liver nuclei are

(Kartenbeck et al.,

rat lamins A and B constitute relatively

1971),

less of the total

nuclear envelope protein in rat as compared with chicken.
In this study,

the proteins were characterized by t\vo-dimen-
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sional

electrophoresis to insure that only homologous lamins
The enrichment of lamins A and B in the

were compared.

fraction with fewer pores indicated their localization in
the

"lamina".
A nuclear

fraction which appears to form a nuclear skel

eton or matrix has been obtained by several groups and has
been

reviewed

by Berezney and Coffey

(1976).

This fraction

is relatively rich in lamins and there has been controversy
over whether the lamins are components of the nuclear in
terior

as well as the nuclear

periphery.

Arguments based

on recovery of proteins during isolation have been presented
to both confirm

1978)

(Berezney,

1980)

and deny

(Gerace et al.,

this proposal.

Lamina Function
No direct function of the lamins has been determined at
this time.
creased

It is of

interest to note that lamin C is de

in avian cells as compared with mammalian cells.

Lamin C is decreased in avian cells as different as mature
erythrocytes and embryonic liver
Similarly,

lamin Bl,

(Shelton et al.,

the minor lamin B subtype,

1980a).

is found in

both of these avian cells but not in mammalian cells.

Thus,

variations exist in lamin complements.
It seems reasonable at this time that the lamins func
tion as structural proteins.

The lamins are enriched in the
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nuclear

periphery.

They predominate after

membranes are removed.

They do not appear

nuclear envelope
to be constitu

ents of the nuclear pore complex or the nuclear interior.
They are metabolically stable in dividing cells.
more,

the lamins are selectively retained,

with other nonhistone nuclear proteins,
inactive avian erythrocyte nucleus.

Further

in comparison

in the metabolically

Thus,

these facts sug

gest a structural role at the level of the nuclear infra
structure.
are

Together with these suggestions,

depleted in oocyte germinal vesicles

the lamin

types

(see Introduction)

where the nuclear envelope is not associated with chromatin.
From these indirect conclusions,
is beginning to evolve.

a function for the lamins

These considerations suggest that

the lamins may function in uniting the chromatin and mem
brane phases of the nucleus.
tion,

however,

A precise molecular interac

between chromatin,

the lamins and the inner

nuclear envelope has not been detected and in fact may not
exist.

Rather an association may develop involving a macro

molecular protein structure which unites the membrane
chromatin at the nuclear periphery.

The exact

details

and
of

such a model are not known.
Concluding Remarks
Several questions regarding the lamin molecules were
presented in the introduction of this thesis.

These included
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the nature of the lamin molecules that permits
tification in the absence of functional assays,

their iden
properties

of the lamins which enable comparisons with other protein
molec ules, the relationship of the

lamin molecules to one

another and their relationship in the nuclear envelope, the
location of the
might serve.

lamins and finally.what functions the la�ins

Many of these questions have been partially

resolved by work in this thesis.

Other answers are being

obtained from work by others in our laboratory and still
other questions are being examined by other investigators.
The work reported in this thesis as well as the work by
others

has led to some significant and satisfying answers on

the nature and properties of the lamins.
ever,

This work, how

does not exclude the po�sibility that other character

istics helpful in the identification and characterization of
the lamins will be found.

Certainly though this work repre

sents advances from the first description of the lamins as
a characteristic triplet of proteins having an approximate
molecular weight between

60,000- and 80,000-daltons.

In reviewing what is now known about the lamins, it is
helpful to draw some comparisons.
the

Some differences between

lamins include the isoelectric point of the protein

molecules.
lamin

B

Lamin A h as an isoelectric point of 6.4

has an isoelectric poin t of

5. 7.

while

Furthermore, lamin
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A

exists as a series of isoelectric point variants while

lamin B migrates as a single isoelectric
ferences
A

include the

two-dimensional

and B which demonstrate that

point.

Other dif

peptide maps of lamins

they are products of separate

genes and the difference in topography of lamins A and B as
revealed by crosslinking in the nuclear envelope.
ter experiment

{Shelton and Cochran,

1978}

The

lat

was the first

demonstration of a marked difference between lamins A and B.
Similarities of the lamins include the immunological
crossreactivity of the molecules,
tide maps,

their one-dimensional pep

coisolation in an insoluble residual fraction and

their very similar molecular weights.

A

further similarity

shared by lamins A and B is that each have related subtypes.
Lamins A and C

have nearly identical isoelectric points,

both exist as isoelectric point variants,
tical

have nearly iden

two-dimensional peptide maps and are arranged in a

similar

fashion in

the nuclear envelope.

In fact,

two-dimen

sional peptide mapping studies support a precursor-product
relationship between lamins A and c.

Lamins Bl and B2

the other hand have nearly identical but
tric

points,

on

discreet isoelec

both have nearly identical two-dimensional

peptide maps and both

lamins are also similarly arranged

in the nuclear envelope.
The significance of the similarities and differences
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between the lamins in relation to their function is not
known.

It is clear that the two lamins are unique protein

molecules

and that they are each arranged in a specific

fashion in the nuclear envelope.

These properties may prove

to be valuable for the function of the lamina at the level
of the inner nuclear envelope and peripheral chromatin.

This

suggestion is consistent with the view of a structural role
for the lamins uniting the chromatin and membrane phases of
the nucleus.

The ability of two gene products to readily

form macromolecular complexes in a very specific ·fashion

is

appealing in light of the breakdown of the nuclear envelope
in early prophase and the reformation of the envelope in
corporating the same lamina proteins around the daughter
chromatin
results

in late telophase.

At the simplest

level,

the

outlined in this thesis permit the comparison of

other protein molecules to the

lamins

and

lay the ground

work for future studies on other components of the nuclear
periphery.
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